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Abstract 
Vision is capable of providing an animal with a wealth of information very fast. 
Visually guided behaviours are numerous, ranging from foraging to navigation. 
Vision can be quite reliable in bright light, but the signals produced by the 
photoreceptors become progressively more unreliable with falling light intensities.  

In this thesis the usefulness of a novel virtual reality-based environment for insect 
vision research is reviewed, and the low-light vision of the American cockroach, 
Periplaneta americana, is assessed using the optomotor behavioural paradigm and 
intracellular photoreceptor recordings. The optomotor reaction is visual behaviour 
where an animal responds to a rotation of its environment by following the movement 
of its surroundings with its eyes or - like insects - by rotating its body in the direction 
of the movement. Placing the cockroach on a trackball in the middle of the virtual 
reality apparatus and projecting a rotating pattern of vertical stripes around it 
invariably causes an optomotor reaction if the cockroach is able to see the moving 
pattern. Presenting the cockroaches with the stimulus pattern at different low light 
levels and observing their abilities to follow the movement reveal the lowest light 
intensity at which they are able to use vision in guiding their behaviour. The 
compound eye photoreceptor signals at this behavioural threshold consist of single-
photon absorption events called ‘bumps’ at the extremely low rate of one bump every 
ten seconds.  

Furthermore, the role of the simple eyes or ocelli in  the  low-light  vision  of  the  
cockroach is studied in the virtual reality by covering the compound eyes, the ocelli, 
or both. The ocelli seem to measure the light intensity and communicate this 
information to the compound eyes, and also have a direct effect on the general activity 
level of the cockroach.  

Keywords: virtual reality, optomotor reaction, behaviour, intracellular, 
photoreceptor, compound eyes, ocelli 
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List of abbreviations  

c contrast 
CO2  carbon dioxide 
DA dark-adapted; dark adaptation 
DAG diacylglycerol 
EMD elementary movement detector 
FFF flicker fusion frequency 
Imax the highest luminance of the stimulus pattern 
Imin the lowest luminance of the stimulus pattern 
IP3 inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate 
KCl Potassium chloride 
LA light-adapted; light adaptation 
LED light-emitting diode 
LIC light-induced current 
M 1) prefix mega (106), as in M  
 2) molar concentration, e.g. 2 M = 2 mol/l 
m 1) metre 
 2) prefix milli (10-3), as in mV 
N total number of animals used 
n 1) prefic nano (10-9), as in nm 
 2) number of measurements; number of cells recorded 
N.S. statistically non-significant 
PIP2 phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate 
PLC phospholipase C 
SD standard deviation  
SNR  signal-to-noise ratio 
TRP transient receptor potential channel 
TRPL TRP-like channel 
USB “universal serial bus” standard for data transfer 
UV ultra violet  
V volt, the unit of electrical potential difference 
Vm membrane voltage 
VR virtual reality 

 interommatidial angle 
 angular period of the stimulus, i.e. the width of one black-and-white 

repeat (°) 
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 temporal frequency of the stimulus (Hz) 
 time constant (of motion detector integrator) 
 ohm, the unit of electrical resistance 
 angular velocity of the stimulus (°/s) 
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1 Introduction  

Vision is the sense of light. It can provide an animal with a lot of information 
about its surroundings and, importantly, very fast. Visual system of each animal 
has evolved to meet the ecological needs of that species (Cronin et al. 2014). 
Vision is used for example in estimating the time of day (Roberts 1965, Wunderer 
& de Kramer 1989), finding food (Kelber et al. 2002, Olberg et al. 2005), places 
for oviposition (Kelber 1999), or mates (Hornstein et al. 2000, Land & Nilsson 
2006), in communication (Arikawa et al. 2005, Booth et al. 2004), in mediating 
escape responses (Yamawaki & Ishibashi 2014, Ye et al. 2003), navigation and 
estimating travelled speeds and distances (Narendra et al. 2013, Srinivasan et al. 
1997, Srinivasan 2011). Some of these uses, such as visual predation or chasing 
mates, can be verified directly by observing the animal as it behaves in its natural 
environment. Other aspects of behaviour need more controlled experiments to 
study the role of vision in them.  

One of the visual behaviours that are not easily seen in nature, although they play 
an important role in the orientation of moving animals, is the optomotor or 
optokinetic turning response (Srinivasan et al. 1999). If an animal experiences 
rotation of its environment around itself it will start either turning its entire body or 
moving its eyes in the direction of the motion. Insects belong to those animals that 
turn their entire bodies. This has been interpreted as an attempt to compensate for 
unintended deviations from the insect’s intended course of movement. In nature a 
deviation like this might be brought about to a flying insect for example by a gust of 
side wind sweeping the animal off to the right. Then the optic flows across the retinas 
of both eyes of this insect would be directed from right to left. In order to return to the 
original direction the animal should turn to left, i.e. follow the direction of the 
perceived movement of its surroundings. Another explanation - the one which seems 
to better explain the optomotor reaction in walking animals - is stabilization of the 
retinal image.  

Whatever the actual use of the optomotor reaction may be, its usefulness in the 
laboratory is indisputable. It is a reaction that will invariably take place when the 
animal is able to see the rotation of its surroundings. This allows an experimenter to 
tune different parameters of the wide-field stimulus in order to find the threshold 
values beyond which the animal cannot perform the optomotor reaction. This is 
exactly what I have been doing in the behavioural experiments reported in this thesis 
and the original publications reported in it.  
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In order to really tap into the optomotor reaction, other, intervening sensory cues 
from the stimulus pattern should ideally be eliminated. In the traditional approach the 
animal is in the middle of a rotating cylinder which has the pattern on the inside. 
Physically rotating a cylinder can cause vibrations that the animal can sense. This 
problem has been addressed in the design of the virtual reality (VR) setup presented 
in the original publication (I). 

This thesis concentrates on vision in the dark. Being able to see when photons are 
scarce is not a trivial task. Still, many animals, including numerous insects, have 
adopted an active nocturnal lifestyle. Examples of nocturnal insects include moths, 
some of which can see colour at starlight intensities (Kelber et al., 2002); dung 
beetles, ants, bees, and cockroaches. Vision in dim light relies on efficient capturing 
of the few photons available as well as neuronal summation of the produced signals. 
The visual system must also cope with increased noise in the signal, caused primarily 
by the stochasticity of photon arrival and capture (Warrant, 2006).  

A common feature in nocturnal animals that use vision is large eye size. In 
general, large eyes are more efficient in collecting light. In insects, the more sensitive 
type of compound eye design, the superposition eye, is the most suitable eye for dim 
illumination conditions (Land and Nilsson, 2012; Warrant, 2006). Surprisingly also 
apposition type compound eyes, generally thought to be better suited for diurnal 
vision, are used in dim conditions. Insects with superposition eyes perform 
extraordinary tasks - from the point of view of a human observer - in low light levels, 
such as distinguishing colours and colour constancy in starlight intensities (Balkenius 
and Kelber, 2004; Kelber et al., 2002;Kelber et al., 2003) and navigation by 
moonlight polarization patterns (Dacke et al., 2003) or the Milky way (Dacke et al., 
2013). Insects with apposition eyes are no less impressive. Bull ants navigate by the 
polarization pattern of the night sky (Reid et al., 2011) and night-active tropical bees 
fly under the rain forest canopy (Somanathan et al., 2008;Warrant et al., 2004).  

In addition to compound eyes most insects have also accessory visual organs, the 
ocelli. The dorsally situated ocelli (singular: ocellus) are simple eyes located on the 
“forehead” of an adult insect (Krapp, 2009;Land and Nilsson, 2012;Mizunami, 1994). 
Number of ocelli varies between one in most dermestid beetles and the staphylinid 
Metopsia (Leschen and Beutel, 2004) and three in most flying insects (Fent & 
Wehner, 1985; Hu and Stark, 1980; Parsons et al., 2006; van Kleef et al., 2008). All 
ocelli have one lens under which there is a retina formed by up to 10000 
photoreceptor cells. However, the retina is invariably too close to the lens for the 
image to be focused onto it, except in dragonflies (Land and Nilsson, 2012). The 
function of the out-of-focus ocelli is usually thought to be horizon detection to aid in 
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flight equilibrium. To better detect the horizon, the defocused ocelli is thought to 
remove high spatial frequency clutter from the image (Land and Nilsson, 2012). 
Defocus has also been explained with the role of the ocelli as detectors of ambient (in 
contrast to changes in) light intensity, (Mizunami, 1994), reduced retinal 
photodamage and reliable signalling (Berry et al., 2007). Ocelli affect the flight 
behaviour of insects via having a shorter chain of interneurons to the thoracic motor 
centres than that from the compound eyes, which also means faster signalling 
(Mizunami, 1994). 

The experimental animal used in this study, the American cockroach, Periplaneta 
americana (Linnaeus, 1758), is a nocturnal insect with apposition type compound 
eyes and two dorsal ocelli. Traditionally vision in the cockroach is not thought of as a 
primary sense since it generally seems to use olfaction (Willis et al., 2008) and 
mechanosensation (Baba et al., 2010) more often. Yet, the cockroach has large eyes 
(Butler, 1973) and many of its important behavioural patterns are mediated by vision. 
Also because of the ease of keeping colonies and breeding cockroaches in laboratory 
conditions, the cockroach has been one of the important model organism in vision 
research for decades. The existence optomotor reaction in the cockroach, for example, 
has been known for over 60 years (Autrum and Stöcker, 1952). In spite of extensive 
studies, there were - and still are - open questions remaining about the dim-light 
vision of this animal. Some of these include: 1) is it possible to get the cockroach to 
perform the optomotor reaction reliably without interference from other sensory 
modalities? 2) How dark is the behavioural threshold of cockroach optomotor 
reaction/motion vision? 3) How dark is the threshold in terms of absorbed 
photons/second? 4) What is the role of ocelli in motion vision in low light? These are 
the questions which this thesis attempts to answer. 
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2 Theoretical foundation  

2.1 Insect vision and visual behaviour  

Vision is the sense most capable of providing an animal with immediate 
information about its environment in fine detail. Earliest high-resolution eyes 
found in the fossil record date back to the time of the Cambrian explosion, about 
540 million years ago (Cronin et al. 2014, Land & Nilsson 2012, Nilsson & 
Pelger 1994), but low-resolution vision must have appeared before that (Nilsson 
2013). Eyes seem to have appeared in the fossil record “in the blink of an eye”, 
and Nilsson and Pelger (Nilsson & Pelger 1994) estimated that the number of 
generations needed to produce a fully functional lens eye from a light-sensitive 
patch of skin is only 363992 -and this is a pessimistic approximation. 

The value of visual information has been acknowledged widely in the animal 
kingdom, since examples of light-detecting organs can be found in nearly every extant 
phylum (Land & Nilsson 2012). Eyes at every different “stage of development” are 
found in existing animals (Nilsson 2013). I use quotes because it is important to 
understand that the visual system of each animal is the product of half a billion years 
of ongoing eye evolution and not a rung of a ladder on the way to something grander. 
Selection acts on the visual system mainly via visually guided behaviour, the success 
of  which  depends  on  the  quality  of  the  visual  signal  in  the  context  of  the  ecological  
needs of the animal (Cronin et al. 2014, Nilsson 2013). Visual systems and visual 
behaviours are thus inseparable, and should ideally be studied together so that a wider 
picture of the animal as a part of its environment would emerge. 

The numerous visual behaviours observable in insects include setting the diurnal 
rhythm and estimating the time of day (Eaton et al. 1983, Roberts 1965, Wunderer & 
de Kramer 1989); phototaxis (Hu & Stark 1980, Lazzari et al. 1998); finding food 
sources such as flowers (Kelber et al. 2002) or prey items (Olberg et al. 2005); 
locating oviposition sites by colour (Kelber 1999) or by polarization of reflected light 
(Kriska et al. 1998); finding mates (Hornstein et al. 2000, Land & Nilsson 2006); 
communicating with colours and/or bioluminescence (Arikawa et al. 2005, Booth et 
al. 2004); mediating escape responses (Yamawaki & Ishibashi 2014, Ye et al. 2003); 
navigation and estimation of speeds and travelled distances (Narendra et al. 2013, 
Srinivasan et al. 1997, Srinivasan 2011).  
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Fig. 1. The Reichardt model of the elementary movement detector (EMD). Two 
neighbouring receptors (semicircles) register illumination changes caused by 
movement to the right (arrow). The left receptor responds first. Signal goes 
simultaneously to the delay filter D on the same side and without any delay to the 
multiplier M at the opposite side of the detector. When the receptor on the right 
responds, its signal is also delayed on the same side and passed directly to the 
opposite side of the detector. The signals of the two detectors coincide at the 
multiplier M on the left side, causing a strong positive response. This detector would 
react negatively to leftward movement. Positive and negative signals are summed at S 
and sent forwards. The Reichardt detector is thought to reside in the lamina and 
medulla. 

Optic flow means the flow of images across the retina when the animal is 
moving. Optic flow is a rich source of information about the direction of motion, 
distances of objects in the visual field, and even the movement of some objects within 
the field of vision (Cronin et al. 2014, Egelhaaf 2006, Srinivasan et al. 2006). A 
flying insect can rotate about or move along all three of its body axes, and each type 
or combination of movements creates unique patterns of optic flow, flow fields. 
Walking insects usually experience either forward translation (front-to-back optic 
flow across both eyes) or yaw rotation (optic flow moves front-to-back in one eye and 
the opposite direction in the other).  Optic flow cues are used in the visual control of 
flight speeds (e.g. (Baird et al. 2005)) and in the so-called “centring” response, where 
a flying insect uses optic flow information in positioning itself in relation to the 
sources of the optic flow (Srinivasan et al. 1991). The proposed neural circuit model 
for detection of the direction of optic flow is called the Reichardt correlator (Borst 
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2000, Hassenstein & Reichardt 1956) (Fig. 1). It depicts neural systems, possibly 
situated in the lamina-medulla complex of the visual ganglia, which are called EMDs 
(Elementary Movement Detectors). These are hypothetical circuits that can detect 
motion and they work by comparing signals from neighbouring photoreceptors after 
some temporal filtering or delay (e.g. (Cronin et al. 2014, Egelhaaf 2006, Srinivasan 
et al. 2006, Srinivasan et al. 1999). The neural identity of the EMDs is not known in 
any visual system, but the Reichart correlator model has been very useful when 
investigating motion vision. 

Optomotor response is a compensatory reaction to wide-field optic flow typical 
of most mobile animals (Egelhaaf 2006, Srinivasan et al. 1999). When an insect 
experiences unidirectional rotation of its environment it will try to rotate in the 
direction of the movement to stabilize the retinal image. The optomotor response has 
been known and used in vision research for a long time (e.g. (Autrum & Stöcker 
1952)), usually by placing the insect inside a rotating cylinder with vertical stripes on 
the walls. As the insects will almost automatically follow the movement if they are 
able to see the rotating stimulus, the optomotor response is a very useful tool in 
studying insect vision, especially motion vision (Srinivasan et al. 2006). The 
Reichardt correlator model predicts the optomotor response strength very well as a 
function of the parameters of the striped stimulus (Srinivasan et al. 1999). 

2.2 The structure of insect compound eye 

Although compound eyes are found in other animal classes, I will concentrate here on 
insect compound eyes. Typically, a compound eye consists of narrow, slightly conical 
sub-parts called ommatidia (singular: ommatidium, Fig. 2C). The most distal part of 
an ommatidium is the corneal lens or facet, under which usually lies another optical 
structure, the crystalline cone. Together they form the dioptric apparatus of the eye 
(Butler 1973). The optics guide the incoming light to the photoreceptor cells (retinula 
cells) each of which contributes a longitudinal structure called the rhabdomere made 
of microvilli near the optical axis of the ommatidium. The rhabdomeres of the 
photoreceptor cells of the ommatidium form a rod-like structure called the rhabdom, 
which can be either open (as in flies, in which case the rhabdomeres are not in 
physical contact with each other, (Cronin, Johnsen et al. 2014)) or fused as in the 
cockroach (Fig. 2C) (Butler 1973, Trujillo-Cenoz, Melamed 1971). Primary and 
secondary pigment cells provide the pigment granules which can absorb excess 
photons when the eye is in light-adapted (LA) state. Each photoreceptor cell sends an 
axon which terminates in the lamina or medulla neuropil of the optic lobe (Ribi 1977). 
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Fig. 2. Apposition (A) and superposition compound eye (B) and one ommatidium from 
the eye of the American cockroach (C). (A) Each rhabdom (hatched, dark grey 
structure)  in  receives  light  only  from  the  optics  (lighter grey) above it, resulting in a 
narrow aperture (ap). (B) A clear zone (c.z.) in between the optics and the rhabdoms in 
a superposition eye allows light to be gathered across a wider aperture than in (A). (C) 
The apposition-type ommatidium of the cockroach. The optics consists of a corneal 
lens and a crystalline cone (c.c.) which is in contact with the rhabdom. Primary 
pigment cells (stippled) line the crystalline cone and secondary pigment cells (not 
shown) are wrapped around the retinula cells (r.c.). Below the rhabdom level the 
retinula cells send axons through the two basement membranes (grey horizontal 
lines). The space between the basement membranes contains tracheae (tr.). The 
transverse sections show how the screening pigment lines the fused rhabdom in 
light-adapted state (LA) and draws further away forming a palisade around the 
rhabdom in dark-adapted state (DA). (C) Redrawn after Butler (1973b) and Trujillo-
Cenóz & Melamed (1971). 

Compound eyes can be divided into two classes based on the optical 
arrangement: apposition and superposition eyes (Fig. 2A-B) (Exner 1891, Land & 
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Nilsson 2012, Warrant & Dacke 2011, Warrant 2006). Apposition eyes are common 
in diurnal insects. They have long rhabdoms that typically touch the tip of the 
crystalline cone and the LA ommatidia are optically isolated from each other so that 
light can only reach a rhabdom via the optics immediately above it (Fig. 2A). As the 
apposition rhabdom only gathers light across a small angle in space the resolution is 
typically good but sensitivity low. Superposition eyes (Fig. 2B), containing many 
optical variants, have a wider aperture for letting light into the eye than apposition 
eyes. Their dioptric apparatuses help collecting light typically from up to 2000 
ommatidia onto a single photoreceptor, which makes this design generally 100-1000 
times more sensitive compared to the apposition optics and thus typical of nocturnal 
insects (Warrant & Dacke 2011). 

2.3 The structure of insect dorsal ocelli 

Most adult insects have one to three dorsal simple eyes or ocelli in addition to a pair 
of  compound  eyes.  An  ocellus  has  just  one  lens  with  a  wide  field  of  view,  under  
which there often is a vitreous body and a disorganised layer of photoreceptors. 
Retinal neuropil usually lies behind the retina. Some ocelli have mobile irises to 
protect the photoreceptors in bright light or reflective tapeta to enhance photon 
capture in low light (Land, Nilsson 2012, Mizunami 1994). A common feature in 
dorsal ocelli is that they are all more or less under-focused: the retina is so close to the 
lens that the focus plane lies well behind the photoreceptor layer (Krapp 2009, 
Mizunami 1994, Land, Nilsson 2012). The fact that most ocelli are under-focused 
indicates that the ocelli serve a purpose to which spatial resolution is not 
advantageous.  

The number of ocelli found on an insect’s head seems to correlate with the flight 
activity of the animal. Three ocelli are usually found on active flyers such as flies 
(Hu, Stark 1980, Parsons, Krapp et al. 2006, Wehrhahn 1984), dragonflies (van Kleef, 
Berry et al. 2008, Stange, Howard 1979), bees and other hymenopterans (Berry, 
Wcislo et al. 2011, Fent & Wehner 1985, Ribi, Warrant et al. 2011), and also in 
locusts and crickets (Berry, Warrant et al. 2007, Rence, Lisy et al. 1988). Most 
Lepidoptera have two ocelli (Wunderer, de Kramer 1989), as do bugs (Lazzari, 
Reiseman et al. 1998), beetles (with some exceptions, see (Leschen, Beutel 2004)), 
and cockroaches (Toh, Sagara 1984). In some dermestid beetles and the staphylinid 
Metopsia one ocellus is all that is needed (Leschen, Beutel 2004).  

Ocelli have several possible uses and their role is bound to be different in insects 
with different ecological needs. They have been demonstrated to have a role in flight 
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stabilization (e.g. (Schmeling, Stange et al. 2010)) for which they are fast enough, as 
ocellar responses reach motion sensitive lobula plate neurons faster than the signals 
coming from the compound eyes (Parsons, Krapp et al. 2006). The three ocelli of 
flying insects detect the position of the horizon and control head orientation (Stange 
& Howard 1979). Use in polarization sensitivity and polarized skylight compass have 
been demonstrated in the ocelli of the desert ants, Cataglyphis bicolor (Fent & 
Wehner 1985, Mote, Wehner 1980). Because of their sensitivity ocelli are good 
detectors of ambient light intensity and its changes. The role of cockroach ocelli as 
light intensity sensors has been put forward by (Toh, Sagara et al. 1983). 

On the basis of different neural organizations, Mizunami (Mizunami 1995) 
classified ocellar sysems into three types: the slow and sensitive trisynaptic 
“cockroach type”, the fast and less sensitive bisynaptic “bee type” found in all 
Holometabola, and the intermediate, fast and sensitive “locust type”. He also 
proposed a possible evolution by deletion of the “cockroach type” and the “bee type” 
from ancestral intermediate type ocelli. 

2.4 Phototransduction in an insect eye 

In order for “seeing” to take place, the energy of a photon must be converted at the 
membrane level into an electrical signal, which is then processed in the appropriate 
brain regions. The conversion is called phototransduction and it takes place in the 
photoreceptive membrane of the receptor cell. Photoreceptors in invertebrate eyes are 
rhabdomeric or microvillar, which means that the maximisation of the membrane area 
(necessary for accommodating as much phototransduction machinery as possible) has 
been achieved via producing tightly-packed microvilli (Fain, Hardie et al. 2010). 
Photoreceptors in the ocelli are also microvillar e.g. (Ribi, Warrant et al. 2011, Toh, 
Sagara 1984).  

In contrast to the ciliary photoreceptors of most vertebrates, the microvillar 
photoreceptors of arthropod eyes depolarize in response to a photon capture (see e.g. 
(Hardie & Postma 2008)). The photoreceptor electrical response is generated via the 
phosphoinositide cascade, which starts when a membrane-bound rhodopsin molecule 
absorbs a photon and is photoisomerized into metarhodopsin. The metarhodopsin 
activates a G-protein (Gq) which triggers the activation of phospholipase C (PLC), 
which in turn hydrolyses phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) into inositol 
1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG). Phototransduction has been best 
studied in flies in which DAG, the reduction of PIP2 or related mechanosensitive 
activation (Hardie & Franze 2012) affect the opening of transient receptor potential 
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(TRP) and TRP-like (TRPL) channels that allow the influx of Ca2+ and Na+ into the 
cell, and thus produce the light-induced current (LIC). In other insects IP3 may 
release Ca2+ from the endoplasmic reticulum (Fain et al. 2010, Hardie & Postma 
2008, Immonen et al. 2014). All the details of phototransduction are not quite clear 
yet, so the essentials to remember about the invertebrate phototransduction are that 
the absorbance of a photon initiates a G-protein cascade, which results in the opening 
of ion channels and depolarization.  

2.5 Vision in dark - the trick and how it is done 

Many insects are crepuscular or nocturnal, i.e. they are active during twilight 
hours or night, respectively. The visual tasks that insects can perform at low light 
intensities are perhaps surprisingly not very different from those carried out by 
day-active insects. After all, visual scenes between day and night differ only in 
the amount of light available. Contrasts and colours of objects are closely the 
same in dark as they are in light (Warrant & Dacke 2011). Visual behaviour of 
night-active insects demonstrates this.  

Colour vision and colour constancy with insect compound eyes are possible 
under starlight conditions, around 10-4 cdm-2. This was shown for the first time in the 
elephant hawkmoth Deilephila elpenor (Kelber et al. 2002). Same was found to be 
true also for other nocturnal moth species (Balkenius & Kelber 2004, Kelber et al. 
2003). Moths, of course, have extremely sensitive superposition eyes. It was generally 
thought that no animal with apposition type eyes could match the performance of the 
moths until the Indian nocturnal carpenter bee, Xylocopa tranquebarica, was found to 
be able to discriminate colours in similar conditions (Somanathan et al. 2008a). In 
comparison, honeybees become colour blind already at much higher intensities 
(Menzel 1981). 

Optic flow information is used by the nocturnal Panamanian sweat bee 
Megalopta genalis at 1-12 lux intensity similarly to the diurnal bumble-bee Bombus 
terrestris at 12000-20000 lux for groundspeed control, but not for flight control as 
judged by differences in the centring response (Baird et al. 2011). In all experimental 
conditions reported by (Baird et al. 2011) Megalopta flew at  a  slower  ground speed 
than Bombus, most likely because temporal summation makes it impossible to see 
high-frequency optic flow in the dark.  

Visual navigation and orientation to landmarks is performed by many nocturnal 
insects, such as the nocturnal bees (Somanathan et al. 2008b, Theobald et al. 2007, 
Warrant et al. 2004) and shield bugs (Hironaka et al. 2008). Navigation using the 
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moon (Ugolini & Chiussi 1996), or its polarization pattern in the night sky (Dacke et 
al. 2004), or the Milky way (Dacke et al. 2013) is also possible. 

In locusts, ocelli are 5000 times more sensitive than the compound eyes ((Wilson 
1978), after (Rence et al. 1988)) A role for the ocellar inputs has been suggested in 
controlling the sensitivity of the compound eyes of crickets (Rence et al. 1988). They 
have ocellar projection in the lobula and lamina and their compound eye ERG can be 
attenuated by occluding the ocelli. Similar conclusions can be drawn in bumblebees 
(Wellington 1974) and moths (Eaton et al. 1983) for the flight behaviours, which are 
shifted towards higher light intensities when the ocelli are covered, and the change in 
the onset of pheromone luring activity in the moth Creatonotos transiens, (Wunderer 
& de Kramer 1989). 

2.6 Structural and functional adaptations to vision in dim light  

Structural adaptations to seeing in low light intensities are modifications in the 
eye to allow more photons to get in and be absorbed. The superposition eye is the 
more suitable of the eye designs for night vision but with the following 
adaptations also apposition eye can be made a bit more sensitive: Enlarging the 
eyes to accommodate more ommatidia; larger facets for allowing more light into 
the ommatidium; larger rhabdoms (and retraction of screening pigments) to 
maximise the absorption of photons; and the presence of reflecting tapeta or 
formation of a palisade around the rhabdom during dark adaptation (DA) (e.g. 
(Butler 1973b, Cronin et al. 2014, Land & Nilsson 2012, Warrant 2006)).  

Structural adaptations alone would not be sufficient in attaining good night 
vision, because vision in dark is limited by uncertainty. The photons are few and their 
occurrence and absorption is stochastic, resulting in an unreliable, noisy signal (Fain 
et al. 2010, Warrant & Dacke 2011, Warrant 2006). The upper limit for the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of a signal produced by the absorption of N photons can be 
expressed as the square root law: 

 N/  =   (1)  

where  is the shot noise i.e. the uncertainty associated with the sample N ±  
(Warrant & Dacke 2011, Warrant 2006). Other sources of noise in addition to the 
stochasticity associated with photons are transducer noise, which arises from the 
incapability of the receptors to produce identical bumps to all photons, and dark 
noise, which is caused by spontaneous activation of the phototransduction 
pathways.  
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However, microvillar photoreceptors are sensitive to single photons and they 
have a wide dynamic range, meaning that they can function both in bright daylight 
and at natural night light levels (Fain et al. 2010). Voltage responses of nocturnal 
insects’ photoreceptors to changes in light intensity (contrast) are larger than in 
diurnal insects. This higher contrast gain and signal amplification can be seen as 
larger amplitudes (and noise) of single photon (quantum bump) signals in nocturnal 
species. On the other hand, spatial summation, by averaging signals in space (and 
averaging out non-correlated noise), could improve the otherwise poor SNR in dim 
light. Also, nocturnal photoreceptors are slow, as demonstrated by their low temporal 
corner frequencies (Warrant & Dacke 2011), which indicates increased temporal 
summation as well.  

In addition, the effect of noise in photoreceptor or neural signals can be reduced 
by spatial and temporal summation of the signals (Warrant 2006). Spatial summation 
is brought about either by widening the visual angle over which one photoreceptor or 
“channel” collects light (e.g. pupil mechanisms, (Bernhard & Ottoson 1964)) or by 
pooling signals from several channels together. The result is a brighter but inevitably 
coarser neural “image”, from which finer details have been fused away. Temporal 
summation can occur via slowing down of photoreceptors and/or summing up of 
signals higher up in the visual nervous system of one channel over longer time in the 
dark than in bright light. Temporal summation also results in brighter “image” but the 
ability to see fast movement deteriorates (Warrant 2006). Evidence for both spatial 
and temporal pooling have been found in nocturnal animals such as bees (Greiner et 
al. 2004, Somanathan et al. 2009, Theobald et al. 2006, Warrant et al. 2004) and 
cockroaches (Heimonen et al. 2006). 

Adaptation to dark environments may also require changes in behaviour. As 
temporal summation makes the visual processes slower, it is useful to adjust speeds 
accordingly. This can be seen for example in the slower flight speed of Megalopta 
compared to diurnal bees (Baird et al. 2011).  

2.7 The visual system of the American cockroach 

The American cockroach, Periplaneta americana (L.), has two large apposition 
compound eyes that are somewhat triangular in shape on the dorsal side of the head 
above the antennae but taper towards the lateral sides of the head (Butler 1973a). The 
highest number of ommatidia recorded in one eye is 5707 (Füller et al. 1989), but 
more conservative estimates put the average number around 2000 (Butler 1973a, 
Wolken & Gupta 1961). There is a lot of structural and functional variation in 
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cockroach eyes, e.g. (Butler 1971, Butler 1973a, Ernst & Füller 1987, Füller et al. 
1989, Heimonen et al. 2006, Ribi 1977), so both figures may well be equally correct. 
The number of photoreceptor cells contributing to the rhabdom is eight (Butler 1973b, 
Trujillo-Cenoz & Melamed 1971). Eight photoreceptor axons from each ommatidium 
exit the retina through the two basement membranes. Most of the axons terminate in 
the first optic neuropil, the lamina, but some continue on to the second synapse site, 
the medulla (Ribi 1977). 

The lamina of the American cockroach is not arranged in cartridges, as is the 
lamina of Megalopta, but the photoreceptor axons and the second-order lamina 
monopolar cells or L-fibres branch quite similarly in both (Greiner et al. 2004, Ribi 
1977, Theobald et al. 2006). Such branching of the L-fibres may be typical of night-
active insects (Ribi 1977). 

As the American cockroach is a nocturnal species, there exist several adaptations 
to its visual system that allow it to see in dim light. The structural and functional 
variation mentioned above has in itself been recognized as one such adaptation 
(Heimonen et al. 2006).  

The influx of Ca2+ does  not  seem  to  be  crucial  for  the  LIC  activation  but  it  is  
possibly necessary for the proper shutting down (feedback) of the photoreceptor 
response (Immonen et al. 2014). Phototransduction gain in the cockroach is twice that 
in the Drosophila (Immonen et al. 2014). Quantum bumps in cockroach 
photoreceptors are large, as expected in a nocturnal insect (Heimonen et al. 2006, 
Immonen et al. 2014, Salmela et al. 2012). Information processing saturates at about 
1000 photons/second, which indicates adaptation of the operating range to low light 
levels (Heimonen et al. 2012). High-capacitance cells with bigger rhabdomeres tend 
to be more light-sensitive (Immonen et al. 2014).  

2.7.1 Ocelli 

The ocelli of the cockroach are white oval spots (~500 x 700 µm) that reside near 
the antennae (Fig. 3A). The structure of the ocelli and ocellar interneurons in the 
cockroach is well studied. The initial anatomical studies revealed that the ocellar 
lens is actually either slightly concave or completely flat, more of a “window” 
than an actual lens, allowing for a large receptive field (Fig. 3B) (Toh et al. 1983, 
Toh & Sagara 1984) . There seems to be no vitreous body, since the 10000 
globular photoreceptor cells fill the entire space between the lens and the neuropil 
region, the ocellar plexus. The white colour of the ocelli comes from the 
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reflecting tapetal cells in between the receptors and the neuropil. No pigment cells 
are found. 

 

Fig. 3. Dorsal ocelli of the American cockroach. (A) The location of the two ocelli 
(white oval spots) on the head of the cockroach near the base of the antennae. The 
large compound eyes are shown in dark grey. (B) Longitudinal section across one 
ocellus. The receptor cells (R) fill the space between the corneal “window” (C) and the 
ocellar plexus neuropil region (N). There is a layer of tapetal reflective cells (T) in 
between R and N. Ocellar nerve (ON) the synapse site between the L-neurons and 
third-order neurons. (B) Redrawn after Toh, Sagara et al. (1983) and Toh & Sagara 
(1984). 

Extreme convergence is seen in the ocellar plexus, when the 10000 receptor cells 
synapse onto only four second-order neurons (large ocellar second order neurons or 
L-neurons) ((Weber & Renner 1976), after (Mizunami & Tateda 1986)). Cockroach 
L-neurons are very good contrast detectors (Mizunami 1994b) and their electrical 
responses (hyperpolarization during the light-on and off-spikes to detect dimming) to 
white light remain down to light intensity of 0.003 lux (Mizunami et al. 1982, 
Mizunami et al. 1986). L-neurons diverge to several third-order neurons in the ocellar 
tract neuropil. This causes extremely high sensitivity, but the speed of the signals is 
slower than for example in bees because the number of synapses between the 
photoreceptors and the targets is higher in the cockroach (Mizunami 1994a). Third-
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order cells project to several targets, including mushroom body, premotor centres of 
the posterior slope, and medulla and lobula of the optic lobe (Mizunami 1995c). 
Fourth-order projections include the central complex (Mizunami 1995c) and lamina 
(Mizunami 1995b). The function of the cockroach dorsal ocelli has been suggested to 
be detecting the ambient light intensity and monitoring changes in it (Mizunami 
1995a, Mizunami 1995c, Toh et al. 1983). 
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3 Objectives 

The  general  goal  of  this  thesis  was  to  find  ways  to  assess  the  role  of  vision  in  the  
behaviour of the American cockroach (Periplaneta americana L.)  at  the  low  light  
levels it naturally prefers. The anatomy of the cockroach eye is well known and the 
animal has been used in electrophysiological vision research for decades. Behavioural 
approaches to visual capabilities of the cockroach are fewer in the literature and the 
animal is often regarded as a relying more on other sensory modalities. Yet, the 
cockroach has functional photoreception and large eyes with some intriguing 
adaptations to life in darkness. To reveal the true visual abilities of the cockroach via 
behaviour, competing sensory inputs from the surroundings must be eliminated. The 
panoramic virtual reality (VR) setup was built specifically for this purpose.  
The more specific objectives of the original articles upon which this thesis is based 
were to:  

1) demonstrate the usability of the VR setup in insect vision research 
2) characterise the optomotor response of the American cockroach at different 

light levels and find the low-light threshold of the response 
3) calibrate the light levels with intracellular photoreceptor recordings  
4) investigate the role of ocelli in cockroach optomotor behaviour 
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4 Materials and methods 

This chapter covers most of the original article (I), which introduces the virtual reality 
(VR) setup devised in our laboratory for studies on insect vision. This setup was used 
for all the experiments in both of the articles (II) and (III). 

4.1 The virtual reality setup 

Fig. 4. The virtual reality setup. The projector (P) is fitted with a fisheye lens (F) 
capable of producing images on a spherical projection surface (p.s.). The cockroach 
walks on a trackball (t.b.) which rotates frictionlessly on pressurized air (white arrow 
points at the air tube). 

The virtual reality setup (Fig. 4) consists of the following units: Projector, fisheye 
lens, and a spherical projection surface. At the bottom of the projection sphere there is 
room for trackball system or electrophysiology equipment. The setup is also equipped 
with  a  stereomicroscope  at  the  end  of  a  foldable  arm  for  visual  guidance  of  the  
recording electrodes. The setup is placed on a metal-top anti-vibration table and 
housed in an open-faced box which can be sealed with a curtain containing copper 
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mesh to form a Faraday cage and seal it from outside light sources. The VR is 
controlled by one PC and the measurements are recorded on another (Fig. 6A). 

The commercially available projector (DepthQ®, Lightspeed Design Inc., 
Bellevue, Washington, USA) was placed on top of the setup. The projector was 
modified by replacing the original projector lens with a thinner equivalent to 
accommodate the add-on fisheye lens assembly, and, for the 2nd generation projector, 
by removing the colour filter from the projector’s image engine. The 1st generation 
projector has a frame rate of 120 Hz but removal of the colour filter triples the frame 
rate of the resulting 8-bit greyscale image to 360 Hz, which is sufficient for research 
on insects with fast vision. The spectrum of the projected image contains only 
wavelengths between about 400 and 700 nm with peaks at about 440, 550 and 575 nm 
(I). No UV light comes through. The spherical projection is achieved with the fisheye 
lens facing downwards into the projection sphere. A slot for neutral density filters 
(NE Series, Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey, USA) is placed in between the projector 
lens and the fisheye lens.  

The projection surface is a 400 mm diameter glass fibre sphere from which a 90° 
wide spherical lune section has been removed to enable handling the animal and 
accommodating equipment such as the microscope and micromanipulators. Smaller 
sections have been cut off the top and bottom of the sphere for the fisheye lens and 
the trackball (or the specimen holder for electrophysiology), respectively. The 
projection surface covers 270° horizontally and from -64° to 57° in elevation. The 
projection surface was first polished and then painted with barium sulphate based 
paint (ODP97-1.0, Gigahertz-Optik GmbH, Türkenfeld, Germany) to improve surface 
brightness and reduce reflections. Pixel dimensions measured from the projection 
surface varied between ca. 0.8° and 2.25° vertically and 0.25° and 0.8° horizontally 
(Fig. 2b in (I)). From the animal’s point of view, pixels at low elevations were squares 
of ca. 0.8° that became horizontally compressed and vertically stretched towards 
higher elevations. The maximum surface brightness inside the fully-lit VR was 
4.0 W/m2. 

The hollow trackball is made from polystyrene (Finnfoam®, Salo, Finland) and 
the surface is painted to make it more easily cleanable. The diameter of the ball is 
94 mm and weight 4.8 g. The PVC chassis of the trackball houses two image sensors 
(ADNS-2610) from optical computer mice (AMU45EU, Targus Group International 
Inc., Feltham, UK) and an inlet for pressurized air on which the ball rotates 
frictionlessly. The image sensors measure the rotations of the ball and communicate 
with the VR-controlling computer via the USB cables of the mice. Frame rate of the 
sensors is 1500 frames/s with a resolution of ca. 0.078°. The maximum detectable 
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speed is 0.3 m/s and maximum acceleration 2.5 m/s2. The rotation values of the 
trackball can be transformed into control commands for the VR, allowing also closed-
loop control of the system.  

For electrophysiological recordings the trackball is removed from the setup and 
replaced with a specimen holder (Fig. 6B). Micromanipulator (SMXS-system, 
Sensapex Ltd., Oulu, Finland) is placed sufficiently close to the specimen holder and 
locked in place with an on/off switchable magnet. Stereomicroscope (Nikon SMZ660, 
Tokyo, Japan) is used to help in guiding the electrode into the preparation under a 
spotlight of a LED clamped to a movable support rod. Intracellular amplifier (SEC-
05L, NPI, Tamm, Germany) is used for amplifying the recorded signals.  

For creating the stimulus images for the spherical projection custom software 
based on an open-source Ogre 3D graphic rendering engine (http://www.ogre3d.org/) 
was  developed.  It  runs  with  Windows  operating  system  on  a  standard  PC  (the  VR-
controlling computer). Some of the pixels are permanently set to black so that the 
projected image does not fall on the animal itself or the areas cut out from the 
projection sphere. The measurement computer has a PCIe-6259 data acquisition card 
(National Instruments Corp., Austin, Texas, USA) and runs a custom LabVIEW® 
(National Instruments Corp.) program for controlling both behavioural and 
electrophysiological experiments. 

4.2 Animals 

All the experiments reported in this thesis were done on adult, wild-type male 
American cockroach (Periplaneta americana L.) (Fig. 5). Cockroaches were either 
bred in a laboratory colony at the Department of Biology, University of Oulu, or were 
ordered from a commercial provider (Blades Biological Ltd, Cowden, Kent, UK). The 
individuals were removed from the colony and housed in individual containers after 
their final ecdysis or, in the case of Blades individuals, soon after their delivery to our 
laboratory. Isolating the experimental animals helps to prevent any physical damage 
caused by other individuals, such as missing limbs or antennae. The individuals were 
used in experiments within three months of isolation. Animals were kept either at 25-
27°C or at ca. 20°C. Food and water were available ad libitum. The animals were 
maintained under a 12:12 photic rhythm (12 hours dark, 12 hours light). Experiments 
were carried out mainly during the dark phase of the 12:12 rhythm but occasionally 
they continued into the light phase. Results obtained during light and dark were 
similar to each other (no statistically significant differences) and both were used in 
analyses. 
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4.3 Preparations 

Different preparations were required for each set of experiments. Before every 
behavioural experiment the physical condition of the cockroach used was checked. 
Only animals with intact legs and antennae were accepted. 

4.3.1 Preparations for behavioural experiments 

For the behavioural demonstration in the original publication (I) and the first set of 
experiments reported in (II) the animals were anaesthetized for preparation with 
carbon dioxide (CO2). The time window for preparation is short, as CO2 wears off 
quickly and the animals start moving and grasping things in about two minutes. The 
cuticle  of  the  cockroach  is  waxy  and  it  is  difficult  to  handle  the  animal  on  a  bare  
tabletop. Therefore the anaesthetized cockroach is placed face down on a rack that 
prevents it from sliding when touched. A small amount of wax (mixture of beeswax, 
paraffin, and resin) is melted and used to attach the end of a metal-wire holder to the 
pronotum of the cockroach (Fig. 5). Care is taken not to damage the animal with the 
hot waxing rod. If such damage does occur, the animal is discarded from experiments. 
When the holder is securely fixed to the pronotum, the animal is usually slowly 
starting to move. The cockroach is lifted up from the rack to prevent it from clinging 
onto it and taken to the VR setup, where it is allowed to fully recover from the 
anaesthesia on the trackball. The effect of CO2 takes 10-15 minutes to completely 
disappear, after which the animals regain their normal walking and antennal 
movement patterns.  

Preparations for the experiments reported in the original publication (III) required 
a longer time than described above, so cold anaesthesia was used instead of CO2. The 
animals were left in a refrigerator for at least an hour prior to preparation and kept on 
an ice brick during the preparation. The preparations included covering either the 
ocelli or the compound eyes or both types of eyes. The ocelli were covered either by 
attaching a small piece of aluminium foil on each ocellus with glue or painting over 
the ocelli first with a layer of red nail polish and then with grey furniture paint. Both 
methods were equally effective in blocking the light but aluminium foil spontaneously 
peeled off more often during experiments than paint. Compound eyes, being more 
irregular in shape than the ocelli, were always covered by painting with nail polish 
and furniture paint. When the desired number of eyes was covered, the metal-wire 
holder was attached to the pronotum of the cockroach as described above. The animal 
was allowed to recover from the cold anaesthesia, which usually took considerably 
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longer than recovery from CO2. Experiments were started when the animal resumed 
normal walking and antennal movements. In all of the occlusion experiments the 
coverage of the occluding medium was checked before and after each experiment, and 
experiments during which the medium had peeled off were discarded from analysis.  

 

Fig. 5. An adult male American cockroach tethered by attaching a metal wire holder 
onto its pronotum.  

4.3.2 Preparation for intracellular recordings 

Preparations for intracellular recordings were done as described by Heimonen (2006). 
The cockroach was first anaesthetized with CO2 for handling. When the anaesthetic 
was starting to wear off,  judged by the first antennal and leg movements, the animal 
was cut in two with scissors behind the forelegs and the part containing the abdomen 
and the mid- and hind legs was discarded. All the cut surfaces and wounds made 
during the preparation were quickly sealed with beeswax to prevent dehydration. The 
forelegs were removed from the preparation. The short side of a rectangular piece of 
microscope slide glass was attached with beeswax to the ventral thoracic surface of 
the preparation. The head was tilted to the right and fixed in this position with 
application of beeswax between the ventral surface and the glass.  
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Fig. 6. Intracellular recordings. (A) The VR laboratory during intracellular recordings. 
Micromanipulator stands in the opening of the VR sphere. The intracellular amplifier is 
attached to the rack on top of the measurement computer. The computer in the 
foreground is for controlling the data projector. (B) A cockroach preparation in the VR 
setup. Schematic illustrations of the preparation from front (C) and back (D). (C) 
Antennae have been removed (circles marked with X; compare to Fig. 3) and facial 
muscles cut (dash lines). The head is fixed to a slightly tilted position with wax. (D) An 
opening (white rectangle) for the recording electrode is made near the dorsocaudal 
margin of the eye, and a slightly bigger opening for the reference electrode is cut in 
the pronotum. 

The antennae were removed and two small incisions were cut across the face of 
the cockroach to prevent any muscle movements inside the head capsule that might 
break the electrode tip (Fig. 6C). A small, rectangular opening for the recording 
electrode was cut into the cornea near the dorsocaudal margin of the left eye and a 
mixture of white Vaseline and water was quickly applied to the hole to keep it from 
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drying. An opening for the reference electrode was made in the pronotum and white 
Vaseline mixture was applied to it (Fig. 6D).  

4.4 Experiments 

All the experiments described in original publications (II) and (III) were done in the 
VR setup in open-loop mode, i.e. movements of the cockroach were measured but did 
not feed back to the visual stimulus. The stimulus we used was the classical 
optomotor stimulus (for a review, see e.g. Srinivasan et al. 1999), a square-wave 
grating of equally wide vertical dark and light bars, rotating horizontally either 
clockwise or anticlockwise. The stimulus can be characterized with three parameters:  

 
Angular velocity  (°/s) – that is how many degrees of arc a certain point in the 
stimulus pattern moves in one second. 
Angular period  (°) –  that  is  the  spatial  length  of  the  stimulus  cycle,  i.e.  the  
combined width of one bright and one dark stripe of the stimulus pattern in 
degrees of arc. 
Temporal frequency  (Hz) – that is the number of stimulus cycles that pass 
an observation point per second. 

 
The temporal frequency is the critical feature for insect vision (Srinivasan et al. 
1999). The same temporal frequencies can be created by varying the combination of 
angular velocities and angular periods. Visual acuity of the animal sets the lower limit 
to the stripe width, but above that the strength of the optomotor response peaks at the 
same species-specific temporal frequencies irrespective of the speed or the width of 
the stripes (but see Fig 8 in Results).  

Measured in the centre of the sphere, the unattenuated light intensity of the black-
and-white optomotor stimulus pattern from the projector, reflecting via the projection 
surface, was 500 lux. Lower light levels were produced with -2, -4, -5, -6, and an 
additional 0.3 decade neutral density filters placed in between the projector lens and 
the fisheye lens. The light levels we used were approximately comparable to:  
 
500 lux average office lighting  
5 lux  civil dusk  
0.05 lux  half-moon 
0.005 lux  a little brighter than a moonless clear night sky with airglow 
0.0025 lux moonless clear night sky with airglow  
0.0005 lux  moonless, partly overcast night sky 
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All experiments were done at room temperature (ca. 20°C). 

4.4.1 Behavioural experiments 

In the preliminary tests we used five different angular periods (20°, 40°, 60°, 90°, and 
180°) and a variety of velocities between 6 and 1080°/s to narrow down the range of 
suitable parameters (see Fig. 7 in Results). Stimuli with  = 20° did not elicit 
significant optomotor responses (see chapter 5.2.). To be on the safe side we chose the 
three times as wide stimulus pattern of  = 60°. Velocities and the resulting temporal 
frequencies were narrowed down to nine, all of which can be seen in Table 1.  

Table 1. Stimulus properties. 

Angular velocity  (°/s) Angular period  (°) Temporal frequency  (Hz) 

6 60 0.1 

24 60 0.4 

144 60 2.4 

240 60 4 

360 60 6 

600 60 10 

720 60 12 

900 60 15 

1080 60 18 

 
The cockroach was prepared as described in chapter 4.3.1. and placed on the 

trackball by clamping the end of the holder to a support rod which can be locked in 
place with a magnet (Fig. 4). The head of the cockroach was facing away from the 
opening on the side of the spherical screen so that the animal had a 135° lateral view 
of the projection surface on both its right and left side.  

The cockroach was allowed to fully recover from the anaesthesia. When the 
animal resumed normal walking and antennal scanning movements its placement on 
the ball was carefully adjusted so that it could not touch the surface of the trackball 
with its mouthparts but would be able to perform walking and running movements as 
close to normal as possible. The activity state of the cockroach was also checked at 
this point. If the animal did not move readily or did not respond to touch with escape 
run, it was discarded. After this the setup was sealed with the curtain, all lights in the 
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laboratory were switched off, and the animal was left to dark adapt for 15–20 
minutes.  

Most of the experiments were started with the lowest light intensity that was to be 
used, i.e. 0.005 or sometimes 0.0005 lux. Brighter intensities were introduced 
gradually so that the unattenuated 500 lux would be the last intensity tested. If a 
brighter intensity was used first, a 15–20-minute dark adaptation would be allowed 
every time the light intensity was changed for a dimmer one.  

All the nine stimulus frequencies used under certain light intensity level were 
entered in a pseudorandom order into the programme running the VR projector. The 
stimulus sequence (one experiment with a certain temporal frequency) in the 
behavioural had five phases: 

 
1st control – control period during which the stimulus grating is visible but does 
not rotate.  
1st rotation – rotation of the stimulus in a randomly chosen direction (clockwise 
or anticlockwise) with the chosen temporal frequency.  
2nd control – stimulus is visible but does not rotate. 
2nd rotation – rotation to the opposite direction from the 1st rotation.  
Lights off – a short period when all the lights inside the VR are off.   
 

Durations of the phases were different in publications (II) and (III) (Table 2). After 
Lights off the controlling programme starts the next experiment on the list, until all 
nine frequencies have been run. After that, the neutral density filter must be changed 
and the protocol repeated for the new light intensity. 

Table 2. Durations of stimulus phases. 

 Publication (II) 

Phase duration (seconds) 

Publication (III) 

Phase duration (seconds) 

1st control 60 30 

1st rotation 30 30 

2nd control 30 15 

2nd rotation 30 30 

Lights off 10-15 10-15 

 

Rotation in both clockwise and anticlockwise direction during each experiment 
removes from the data any artefacts caused by the possible sidedness or side 
preference of the animal and minor deviations from the correct alignment of the 
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animal on the trackball. The two rotational directions yield two different response 
strength values (see chapter 4.5.1.) of rotation and control for each cockroach. 

To eliminate the possible effects of learned behaviour on the optomotor response, 
the order of the stimulus frequencies for each experiment and light intensity was 
randomised for one or two cockroaches and the same order were used for the rest of 
the animals. Pseudo-randomisation in this way let each animal experience a new order 
of stimulus frequencies during each experiment. 

After the experiments the cockroach was removed from the setup, anaesthetized 
for the removal of the wire holder, and returned to its own housing box to recover. 
The trackball was washed with mild soap and water to remove all olfactory traces left 
by the cockroach and gently dried with a paper towel.  

4.4.2 Intracellular recordings 

Nine of the cockroaches used in behavioural experiments of the original publication 
(II) were used in intracellular photoreceptor recordings. The preparation was done as 
described in chapter 4.3.2., taken to the VR setup and attached to the specimen holder 
via the microscope slide (Fig. 6B). The height of the specimen holder was adjusted so 
that the eyes of the preparation were at the same elevation (at the “equator” of the 
ball) as the eyes of the walking cockroaches in the behavioural experiments. The 
preparation was slightly rotated around its vertical axis so that the recording electrode 
could be brought into contact with the retina under visual control via the 
stereomicroscope.  

The tip of the chloride-coated silver wire reference electrode was inserted into the 
opening in the pronotum. Recording electrodes were made from borosilicate glass 
capillaries with laser micropipette puller P-2000 (Sutter Instrument Co., Novato, 
California, USA) and filled with 2 M KCl electrode solution. Resistance of the 
resulting electrodes was 80-120 M . A recording electrode was placed into the 
electrode holder and attached to the piezoelectric micromanipulator, which brought it 
into contact with the retina under visual control via the stereomicroscope. The 
recording electrode entered the retina from behind in respect to the direction in which 
most of the eye was pointing.  

Contacts with photoreceptor cells were established and the directions of their 
optical axes determined under the brightest available condition, 500 lux. After a 
contact had been successfully established, the preparation was dark adapted for ca. 15 
minutes in complete darkness, and the stimulation was often started from the lowest 
light level (0.005 or 0.0005 lux). Good contacts lasted anywhere from minutes to tens 
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of minutes after dark adaptation. Total of three cells in three different cockroaches 
were so durable that recordings using all four light levels (0.005, 0.05, 5, and 500 lux) 
could be obtained. Most cells yielded results from one or two light levels. 

The intracellular amplifier was used for signal amplification and capacitance 
compensation. Capacitance compensation is a positive feedback of current from the 
amplifier to its input, which ideally equals the current that is lost through the 
unwanted stray capacitance. Stray capacitance is the combined effect of several 
capacitance sources, such as capacitance across the glass wall of the electrode, that 
can low-pass filter high frequencies out from the incoming signal and slow down the 
responses, and also affect the behaviour of the target cell. The capacitance must not 
be overcompensated, however, as this will drive the circuit to oscillate which can be 
dangerous for the photoreceptor.  

Stimuli were in other aspects identical to those used in the behavioural 
experiments (  = 60°,  = 6-1018°/s) but they were unidirectional because 
photoreceptors are not direction-sensitive. The stimulus sequence was: 30 s control + 
30 s rotation in randomly chosen direction + 10-15 s Lights off.  

Sufficiently stable photoreceptor recordings were accepted for analysis if they 
passed the electrophysiology quality criteria set by Heimonen et al. (2006): 

– Sufficiently low resting potential (-55 to -65 mV) 
– High input resistance (60-100 M ) 
– Clearly visible quantum bumps at low light intensities 

4.5 Data analysis 

Both  the  behavioural  and  the  intracellular  data  analyses  were  done  with  custom  
software made in the Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) environment. 

4.5.1 Behavioural data 

During all the behavioural experiments described above the VR system was run in 
open-loop mode, in which there is no feedback from the trackball to the projector. 
The cockroach cannot catch up with the stimulus and therefore the response strength 
cannot be recorded as closed-loop gain or the angular velocity of the animal divided 
by the stimulus angular velocity (Collett, 1980). Instead, optomotor response 
strengths were calculated from the total angular distances moved by the cockroach 
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during each moving stimulus or control (Angletotal) and the angular distance moved in 
the direction of the stimulus (Anglefollow): 

 Response strength = 2  – 1 (2) 

where Angletotal = Anglefollow + Anglewrong. For the stationary control patterns the 
response strengths were calculated as if the stimulus pattern were moving to the 
direction of the rotation following that control. The response strength was calculated 
separately for each direction of rotation, so that each experiment with a certain 
stimulus frequency yielded two measures of the response strength.  

Angular distances and not following times were used in these calculations 
because cockroaches exhibit periodical and apparently random stopping as part of 
their normal behavioural repertoire (Full & Tu 1991), also when walking on the 
trackball. Stops can occur even when the animal is following the stimulus and can last 
from a second to minutes, during which time the animal is on standstill but may still 
follow the stimulus movements with its antennae. This behaviour can be seen in the 
supplementary video (Movie 1) of the original article (II), where the cockroach stops 
during stimulus-following and after six seconds of “rest” resumes following the 
stimulus. Using angular distances essentially compares the following performance of 
each cockroach against its own movement activity and not against the ideal maximal 
following time. Angular distances are a reliable measure if the total angular distance 
moved during a trial is more than 360°. Usually cockroaches walk many times as far 
during a 30-second trial. 

4.5.2 Intracellular data 

Data from the intracellular recordings was analysed with custom “Bump counter” 
software in Matlab (Mathworks, USA) that finds and counts the single-photon signals 
or “quantum bumps”. Bump counter works by first removing all undesirable low-
frequency trends and reducing the high-frequency noise by band-pass filtering the 
voltage recordings. Then it sets a threshold for finding the events in the recording that 
are unmistakably quantum bumps. These are then averaged to produce a recording-
specific bump template. Point by point fitting of the template to the entire recording 
with a minimum amplitude criterion leads to the acceptance of “bumps” based on a 
MSE estimate. The earlier finding in our laboratory that there are no “small” class of 
bumps (Immonen et al., 2014) like those reported e.g. in flies (Dubs et al., 1981), 
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locusts (Lillywhite, 1978) and crickets (Frolov et al., 2014) facilitates the bump 
counting.  

4.6 Statistical testing 

Statistical testing of the behavioural data was done using OriginPro 8.6 and 9.0 
(OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, Massachusetts, USA). Comparison of 
different parameters in preliminary data was done by 2-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA). Differences between response strengths during control and rotation were 
tested with paired sample Wilcoxon signed rank test. Pairwise comparisons of angular 
distance data in the “ocelli experiments” were done with Two-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test.  
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5 Results 

The following chapter will cover the main results of the original publications.  

5.1 The usability of the VR system in low-light vision research 

The demonstration of the usability of the VR setup in both intracellular 
electrophysiology and behavioural experiments was done for the original publication 
(I). Publication (I) lists a set of design requirements for the setup and discusses the 
result. During the behavioural and intracellular experiments with optomotor stimuli I 
have made some user’s notes about the setup. I will cover them together with the 
general usability in the Discussion.  

5.2 Preliminary experiments 

Stimulus parameters for behavioural experiments were selected after extensive 
preliminary testing with five different angular periods and various different temporal 
frequencies of the stimulus. This chapter explains the criteria used in selecting the 
parameters.  

An example  of  the  results  of  the  preliminary  tests  is  shown in  Fig.  7.  With  40°  
stimulus at the three brightest light levels (Fig. 7A-C) the average rotation response 
strengths are higher than the average control values with low temporal frequencies but 
drop down to control level (response strength value 50) between 10 and 20 Hz. At the 
dimmest light intensity (Fig. 7D) responses to rotation are never significantly 
different from responses to control (paired sample Wilcoxon signed rank test, p > 
0.05). Similar results were obtained with 60° and 90° stimuli.  

With the 20° stimulus at 500 lux there exists a weak response to the rotation at 
low temporal frequencies, but no significant differences are left at 5 lux intensity (Fig. 
7E-F). It is evident that 20° stimulus is harder for the cockroaches to follow than 40° 
stimulus. The variation range of cockroach photoreceptor angular sensitivities is 2.2°-
12.7° with an average of 6.4° and the interommatidial angle between about 1° and 10°  
(Butler 1973a, Heimonen et al. 2006). In the stimulus pattern with 20° angular period 
the stripe width is 10° which is within this variation range and the spatial resolution of 
the pattern is starting to get too fine for cockroach optics and neural processing. In 
general  cockroaches  are  shown  to  be  able  to  react  to  stimulus  shifts  of  about  15°  
(Kwon et al. 2004).Therefore it was decided not to use stimuli with 20° angular 
period in the larger set of experiments.  
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Fig. 7. Preliminary test results. The stimulus was the optomotor grating with an 
angular period of 40° (A-D) or 20° (E-F) rotating at different temporal frequencies 
between 0.15 Hz and 18 Hz. Response strength is a measure of how well the animal 
follows the moving stimulus. Here the response strength is expressed as a value 
between 0 and 100, where “100” denotes complete syndirectional, “0” complete anti-
directional movement and “50” equal turning to both directions. Red circles are  the  
mean ± SD responses to rotation and black squares to stationary control stimulus. 
The data points are fitted with a cubic polynomial. With the 40° data the rotation 
values are significantly different (paired sample Wilcoxon signed rank test, p<0.05) 
from the control values down to 0.05 lux, with 0.005 lux differences being non-
significant (N.S.). In the 20° data at 500 lux the rotation values are only weekly higher 
than the control values and the difference is absent already at 5 lux intensity. Sample 
sizes are N = 13 animals; n = 4-34 measurements. 
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With the 180° stimuli there still is a weak response at frequencies around 1 Hz at 
0.005 lux. With the stimulus parameters used in the preliminary tests the range of 
temporal frequencies we could make with 180° angular period was very limited. Also, 
using 180° stimuli on a 270° screen seems a bit exaggerated, so this angular period 
was ruled out as well. 

Preliminary results were further analysed with Two-way ANOVA to see which 
factors have main effect on the response strength and whether the factors have any 
interactions. Table 3 summarizes the results. With 20° stimuli there were neither 
significant main effects of light intensity or temporal frequency nor interactions of the 
two (p > 0.05). With 90° stimuli only the temporal frequency has significant main 
effect on the response strength, and with 180° only the interaction of light intensity 
and temporal frequency has effect. Both factors have main effect and also interaction 
on the response strength with 40° and 60° stimuli.  

Table 3. The results of Two-way ANOVA. “x” means a significant (p < 0.05) effect. 

Angular period (°) Light intensity Temporal frequency Interaction 

20 NS NS NS 

40 x  x x 

60 x x x 

90 NS x NS 

180 NS NS x 

 
The effect of angular period and temporal frequency on the response strength by 

light intensity level was also analysed. Results are shown in Table 4. At 500 lux the 
angular period has significant main effect on the response strength, and at 0.0005 lux 
only temporal frequency has main effect. At other three light levels both factors have 
main effect and also interaction.  
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Table 4. The results of Two-way ANOVA. “x” means a significant (p < 0.05) effect. 

Light intensity (lux) Angular period Temporal frequency Interaction 

500 x NS NS 

5 x x x 

0.05 x x x 

0.005 x x x 

0.0005 NS x NS 

 

The results of the two-way ANOVA led us to choose from stimuli of 40° and 60° 
angular periods. To be sure that the cockroaches do see the stimulus we decided to 
carry out the experiments with the wider, 60° stimuli (but see Fig. 8E-H). At first we 
did experiments only with light intensities between 0.005 and 5 lux but in later 
experiments we included also the light level of 500 lux.  

5.3 Behavioural low-light threshold of the cockroach 

The search for the behavioural low-light threshold was done with stimuli of angular 
period of 60° and nine temporal frequencies of rotation between 0.1 Hz and 18 Hz 
(see Tables 1 and 2 in “Materials and methods”). Response strengths were calculated 
with formula 2 (section 4.5.1. “Behavioural data”) and plotted in function of temporal 
frequency. The results are shown in Fig. 8A-D.  

Control values were always close to nought, as expected if cockroaches are 
moving randomly right and left. Standard deviations were large, reflecting the high 
variation in behaviour between tested individuals and necessitating large sample sizes. 
The rotation value with stimulus temporal frequency of 18 Hz was never significantly 
different from the control (paired sample Wilcoxon signed rank test, p<0.05). The 
high-frequency end of the responses reached 15 Hz at 500 and 5 lux but receded to 
10Hz at 0.05 lux. Although there was no statistically significant difference between 
control and rotation values of 0.1 Hz stimulus at 500 lux, the difference was highly 
significant at 5 and 0.05 lux, disappearing entirely at the lowest light level. Still at 
0.005 lux temporal frequencies between 0.4 and 4 Hz consistently yielded significant 
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responses. Response strengths at 500 and 5 lux grew with temporal frequency up to 6 
and 4 Hz, respectively, and decreased with higher frequencies (Fig. 8A-B).  

Fig. 8. The average behavioural response strengths ± SD at different temporal 
frequencies (A-D) and angular periods (E-H) of the rotation stimulus. The upper left 
corner of each panel indicates the light level. Solid bars show the average response 
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strength during stationary controls and hatched bars during rotating stimuli. The 
expected control level is 0, with +1 indicating the strongest positive and -1 the 
strongest anti-directional response. Significance between the control and rotation 
distributions at confidence levels of 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001 are shown by one, two, and 
three asterisks (paired sample Wilcoxon signed rank test), respectively. (A-D) 
Response strengths to stimulus with 60° angular period at different temporal 
frequencies declined and their frequency band narrowed from the brightest (500 lux) 
to the dimmest (0.005 lux) illumination. (E-H) Responses to different angular periods 
of the stimuli were compiled from the preliminary data set by pooling all responses to 
temporal frequencies between 0.4 and 10 Hz (E-G) or 0.4 and 4 Hz (H), the frequencies 
most likely to elicit the optomotor response according to (A-D). (E) At 500 lux all 
angular periods are able to elicit the response. Responses to angular periods 40°-180° 
remain significant down to 0.05 lux (F-G). The lowest light intensity where significant 
responses were seen was 0.005 lux, although 60° stimuli did not elicit a significant 
response (H). Sample sizes are N = 20 animals; n = 40 measurements (A), N = 24; n = 
78 (B), N = 23; n = 66 (C), N = 23; n = 66 (D), and N = 8 – 12; n = 48 - 174 (E-H). See also 
Fig. 9. 

These findings indicate that the time constant ( = 1/2 ) of the integrator in 
motion detection increases from about 10 ms (15 Hz) to about 40 ms (4 Hz) as light is 
dropped from 500 to 0.005 lux. In order to collect enough photons in the dark the 
visual system must integrate photoreceptor signals over a longer period of time than is 
necessary in brighter conditions. This means that the vision of the cockroach gets 
slower with falling light intensity. 

Data  shown  in  Fig.  8E-H  comes  from  the  preliminary  tests  and  show  similar  
response strength attenuation with falling light intensities as the temporal frequency 
data in Fig. 8A-D. 0.005 lux is still the lowest light intensity where responses exist 
(Fig. 8H; see also Fig 9) but here the response to stimulus of 60° angular period is not 
significantly different from the control. At 500 and 5 lux the responses are very 
similar. At 0.05 lux responses to 90° and 180° stimuli are as strong as they were at 
one decade higher light level, but responses to narrower stimulus patterns start to fall. 
At 0.005 lux only stimulus patterns with 90° and 180° are able to elicit a response. 
This is quite surprising since in Fig. 8D temporal frequencies in the same range as 
those pooled in Fig. 8H still give significant responses.  

Figure 9 presents results from additional experiments obtained with 0.0025 (A) 
and 0.0005 lux (B) light intensities. There are no significant responses to any of the 
temporal frequencies except for 4 Hz in B (paired sample Wilcoxon signed rank test, 
p = 0.019). Also preliminary test data obtained at light intensity of 0.0005 lux was 
plotted in Fig. 9C. No significant responses to any of the angular periods were seen at 
this  light  intensity,  which  is  a  decade  lower  than  in  Fig.  8D  and  H.  Therefore,  the  
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absolute behavioural low-light threshold in the experimental setting used lies between 
the light intensities of 0.0025 and 0.005 lux. 

 
 

Fig. 9. The average behavioural response strengths ± SD to optomotor stimuli at light 
intensities 0.0025 (A) and 0.0005 lux (B) and with different angular periods at light 
intensity 0.0005 lux (C). (A-B) response strengths to stimulus with 60° angular period 
at two light levels that are lower than those used in Fig. 8. (C) Responses to different 
angular periods were compiled from preliminary test data by pooling all the responses 
to temporal frequencies between 0.4 and 4 Hz, as in Fig. 8H. None of the angular 
periods tested caused a significant optomotor response. In (A) and (B) N = 11 
cockroaches; n = 22 measurements. In (C) N = 9 - 12; n = 60 – 164. 

5.4 Intracellular photoreceptor recordings 

After the behavioural experiments intracellular recordings from cockroach 
photoreceptors were made in the VR setup in order to calibrate the light levels in 
terms of absorbed photons. The recordings show that at behavioural threshold the 
photoreceptor responses are “quantum bumps”, i.e. small, discrete depolarizations 
of the membrane potential caused by absorption into the photoreceptive 
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membrane of a single photon. The sufficiency of “quantum bumps” (hereafter just 
“bumps”) has been shown before (Dubs et al. 1981, Scholes & Reichardt 1969)          
but this was the first time that truly identical stimuli have been used in both 
behavioural and electrophysiological experiments. All the recordings below were 
made from green sensitive receptors because the VR projector used does not emit 
UV to any measurable amount (I). 

5.4.1 Responses in bright light 

Before presenting the photoreceptor responses at the behavioural threshold it is 
important to characterize the responses under bright light so that they can be 
compared to previous experiments. Fig. 10A represents the responses under 500 lux 
illumination. Between recordings all the lights inside the VR sphere switched off for 
about ten seconds, so that the photoreceptors were probably only starting to dark-
adapt when the next recording started.  

Photoreceptors responded to the presentation of the control stimulus with an 
initial light-on response, i.e. a short depolarization of about 10-40 mV. The variation 
in the response amplitudes originates in the sensitivity differences between the 
photoreceptor cells (Heimonen et al. 2006) and the direction of the ommatidial optical 
axes during control periods. If the ommatidial axis of a cell were pointing to the 
direction where a white bar of the stimulus pattern would appear, the amplitude of the 
light-on response would be higher because more photons would have been reflected 
from the white surface than from the dark. During the 30-second control period the 
light-on response adapted, reaching a plateau level 2-10 mV more positive than the 
resting potential. The responses were always overlaid with photon shot noise 
(Warrant 2006).  

When the stimulus pattern started rotating at time point 30 s, cells responded with 
graded responses to light modulation: when a white bar of the pattern crossed the 
photoreceptor’s visual field the membrane potential would depolarize, and when a 
dark bar moved in line with the photoreceptor, the membrane potential would 
repolarize. Amplitude of the modulation could reach 8 mV and was again dependent 
on the sensitivity and dynamics of the recorded photoreceptor. 
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Fig. 10. Examples of light-on responses and graded responses to light modulation 
during stimulus rotation in one photoreceptor cell. Stimulus frequency is indicated at 
the upper right corner of each recording. (A) At 500 lux the transient light-on 
responses adapt to plateau close to the resting potential after about 800 ms (insert in 
0.4 Hz recording). Stimulus rotation starts at t = 30 s and causes the membrane 
voltage modulation evident in 0.1-2.4 Hz recordings. A slight repolarization in 2.4 and 
12 Hz recordings marks the onset of rotation (insert at 12 Hz), because this cell faced 
white during the control. (B) The light-on responses at 5 lux are small, less than 10 mV 
(left insert at 0.4 Hz). The modulation response is overlaid with photon shot noise 
(inserts at 0.4 and 2.4 Hz).  In  the 12 Hz recording the modulation begins to disappear 
under the noise, but behavioural results show that an optomotor response at this 
frequency can still be possible. 
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Responses at 5 lux were very similar to those at 500 lux but response amplitudes 
were smaller (Fig. 10B). Onset of the control period caused a small light-on response 
of about 5-15 mV which adapted to a plateau <2 mV more positive than the resting 
potential. Photon shot noise was evident in all recordings. When the stimulus grating 
started moving, some but not all cells reacted to temporal frequencies up to 6 Hz with 
a graded response of 1-2 mV.  

Overall the photoreceptor responses at 500 and 5 lux are quite similar to each 
other, as were the behavioural responses at these same light levels (Fig. 8A-B). The 
receptors also behave as expected, i.e. with a light-on response and membrane 
potential modulation (Heimonen et al. 2006). 

5.4.2 Responses near the behavioural threshold 

There were no continuous light-on responses or membrane potential modulation in 
photoreceptor responses at the two lowest light intensities. The responses consisted 
entirely of quantum bumps, both during control and rotation. The identification and 
counting of bumps was automatized with the “Bump counter” analyzing programme 
(see section 4.5.2. Intracellular data). First, parameters had to be found that work for 
both 0.05 and 0.005 lux light intensities, but after that The Bump counter finds the 
bumps without any interference of the experimenter or her ambitions. It should be 
kept in mind when interpreting these recordings that significant optomotor responses 
were measured at both of these light levels.  

At 0.05 lux light intensity the recordings showed generally a lot of short 
depolarizations, quite many of which were identified by the Bump counter program as 
single photon signals, or bumps (Fig. 11). The frequency of bumps during stimulus 
rotation was ca. 1 s-1. Although no graded membrane potential responses to light 
modulation were seen, in some recordings it was evident that more bumps were 
created by the membrane when a white bar of the stimulus pattern moved across the 
point in the screen towards which the photoreceptor was pointing (Fig. 11B-C). This 
synchronization happened at slow stimulus frequencies of 0.1-4 Hz. For each 
recording we calculated how many bumps occurred during the showing of white and 
how many during the dark bars of the moving stimulus. The resulting graphs are 
shown on the right in Fig. 11B-C. As there is a difference between the amount of 
bumps on white and dark, it is conceivable that the cockroach could still see the 
movement of the stimulus and behave accordingly. 
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Fig. 11. Intracellularly recorded quantum bumps at 0.05 lux. Grey-and-white 
background shows when the photoreceptor was pointing to black or white bar during 
the stimulus rotation. (A) An entire recording with the 0.4 Hz stimulus shows bumps 
during both control (t = 0-30 s) and rotation (t = 30-60 s). (B) A ten-second subset of A, 
with red asterisks denoting identified bumps, template bumps produced shown below 
for clarity. On the right, cumulated bump sums during successive 2500 ms stimulus 
cycles of the rotating pattern are shown (12 cycles per 30 s). Higher bump rate is 
evident during the latter 1250 ms when the photoreceptor is pointed towards white. 
(C) A three-second sample of a recording with a 4 Hz stimulus showing stronger bump 
synchronization with white than in (B), markings and bump templates as in B.  

At the threshold light intensity of 0.005 lux bumps were found at an average 
frequency of only ca. 0.1 s-1, i.e. one bump in ten seconds. In the example in Fig. 12A 
there are, however, six identified bumps during the 30-second rotation. No clear 
synchronization of bumps with the white bars of the rotating stimulus could be seen in 
the right-hand panel of Fig. 12B, where three bump occurrences are seen during the 
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dark and three merged bumps during the white bar. The merging of the bumps in the 
white side of the plot means that they were generated with a similar delay after the 
appearance of the white in the receptive field, which could be sufficient to tell the 
animal that its surroundings appear to move. After all, a behavioural optomotor 
response was found even at this light level and temporal frequency.  

 

Fig. 12. Quantum bumps at 0.005 lux. Grey-and-white background denotes the blacks 
and whites of the stimulus grating as in Fig. 11. (A) A full recording with a 4 Hz 
stimulus showing characteristically few bumps (red asterisks). The insert shows the 
typical bump waveform; these events really are single-photon absorptions. (B) A 
three-second example of A (left) contains only one bump. Scarcity of photons leads to 
similar bump sums for black and white (right). Significant optomotor responses were 
still measured under these conditions. 

Some recordings were done also at 0.0005 lux light intensity. In these recordings, 
there were typically no identifiable bumps during the entire 60-second experiment. As 
at this level there is one tenth of the light available compared to 0.005 lux, one photon 
should be absorbed every 100 seconds. That definitely seems to be too few and far 
between to be useful for the upstream nervous system in motion vision.  
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5.5 The effect of ocellar occlusion on the optomotor reaction 

Fig. 13. The effect of ocellar occlusion on the optomotor response strength at different 
light levels. Temporal frequencies are on the abscissae and response strengths (0 = 
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random turnings; 1 = full following) on the ordinate axes. Treatments are shown above 
the columns: “unmanipulated” group comprises data from the low-light threshold 
experiments and “ocelli covered” group from the ocellar occlusion experiments. Light 
levels are shown on the left of each row. One, two, and three asterisks denote the 
significance between the control and rotation distributions at confidence levels of 
0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively (paired sample Wilcoxon signed rank test). At 
500 lux the mean responses are very similar in both groups. At 5 lux the response of 
the “ocelli covered” group is already weaker and narrower in the frequency band than 
that of the “unmanipulated” at 0.05 lux. At 0.05 lux there are some weak responses to 
temporal frequencies between 0.4 and 4 Hz, but they are barely statistically 
significant. Responses of the “ocelli covered” group at 0.005 lux are absent 
altogether. Sample sizes: “unmanipulated” 500 lux N = 20 animals; n = 40 
measurements, 5 lux N = 24; n = 78, 0.05 and 0.005 lux N = 23; n = 66. “Ocelli covered” 
N = 20; n = 40. 

Stimuli used in the ocelli experiments were otherwise similar to those used in 
determining the behavioural low-light threshold except for their duration (see Table 2 
in “Materials and methods”). As before, response strengths were calculated with 
formula 2 and plotted by temporal frequency.  

Fig. 13 compares the results of the ocellar occlusion experiments with those of 
the low-light threshold experiments. At the brightest light intensity there is at first 
glance very little differences between the “unmanipulated” and “ocelli covered” 
groups (Fig. 13A,E). Responses to 0.1 and 18 Hz stimuli are absent in both groups 
and the mean of the highest response is at about 0.7 on the response strength scale. In 
“ocelli covered” group the 15 Hz stimulus cannot elicit a response, whereas in 
“unmanipulated” response to the 15 Hz stimulus remains significantly different from 
the control even with one hundredth of this light intensity at 5 lux.  

At 5 lux intensity the mean responses of the “ocelli covered” group are already 
weaker than the “unmanipulated” responses at 0.05 lux (Fig. 13B,C,F). The highest 
response strengths are only ca. 0.5 and responses to stimuli faster than 6 Hz are non-
significant. At 0.05 lux there are still weak responses to stimulus frequencies between 
0.4 and 4 Hz (Fig. 13G). At the lowest light level all responses are absent (Fig. 13H). 
Trials with cockroaches whose compound eyes or all four eyes were covered never 
yielded any optomotor responses (see original publication (III)). 
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Fig. 14. Maximum velocities (A) and total angular distances walked by the 
cockroaches (B) during the 30-second rotating stimulus with different manipulations 
at 500 lux. “Unmanipulated” is the condition where none of the eyes have been 
covered; “ocelli” means the ocelli are covered, “compound eyes” means the 
compound eyes are covered, and “all eyes” means that all four eyes are covered. The 
upper and lower ends of the box plot denote the 1st and  3rd quartile of the data; 
horizontal line inside the plot indicates the median; and top and bottom “whiskers” of 
the plot are the 95th and 5th percentile, respectively. The maximum and minimum 
values of the data are marked with “X”. Outliers were many and they were omitted for 
clarity. The little square inside the box plot is the mean value of the data. Pairwise 
differences between groups were tested with Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 
All other groups differed from each other significantly (p<0.001) except “compound 
eyes” and “all eyes” (N.S.). Note that the maximum speed sensed correctly by the 
trackball sensors is 0.3 m/s or about one full rotation of the ball, so values above that 
(ca. 11 000° per 30 s rotation) may not be accurate.  
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Fig 14 shows the total distances and the maximum walking speeds of 
cockroaches in the unmanipulated “normal” situation compared with three 
manipulations. Both the distances and the maximum speeds fall in all the manipulated 
groups. In the “normal” group the median of the maximum speeds is 377.5° s-1 with a 
large dispersion. The median falls to 267.5° s-1 when the ocelli are covered and the 
dispersion of data points is much smaller than in “normal” data. If the compound eyes 
or both ocelli and compound eyes are covered, medians fall further down to 151° s-1 
and 160° s-1, respectively, with even smaller dispersions. The pairwise differences 
between groups were tested with Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. In all other 
combinations of the four groups distributions were significantly different from each 
other (p < 0.001) except for the pair “compound eyes vs. all eyes” (p = 0.98).  

It must be noted that the maximum speed reflects the highest velocity of the 
cockroach during a very brief spurt, probably a startle reaction to the light switching 
on inside the VR sphere or to the start of the rotation. The average walking speed can 
be calculated from the total angular distances, as has been done in Fig. 15A which 
demonstrates that at 500 lux the angular velocities of the cockroaches do not generally 
vary with stimulus frequencies.  

The median of the angular distances walked during the 30-second rotation of the 
stimulus in “unmanipulated” experiments is 2284.6° again with a large dispersion of 
data points (Fig. 14B). With covered ocelli the median is 1107.6°; covered compound 
eyes 757.3°; and all eyes covered 671.3. Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
suggested significant differences between all the groups (p < 0.001) except for 
“compound eyes vs. all eyes” pair (p = 0.55).  

Table 5 summarizes the speed and distance data at 500 lux both as medians and 
means ± SD. Average walking speed behaves like the maximum speed, i.e. is highest 
in the “unmanipulated” group, intermediate in the “ocelli covered” group and lowest 
in groups “compound eyes covered” and “all eyes covered”. Total distance is 
expressed as full rotations per 30 seconds as well as degrees per 30 seconds.  
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Table 5. Velocities and distances walked by the cockroach during the rotating stimulus 
at 500 lux.  

 Unmanipulated Ocelli covered Compound eyes 

covered 

All eyes 

covered 

Max. velocity (°/s) 

median 

 

336.5 

 

215.7 

 

155.3 

 

159.6 

mean ± SD 669.9 ± 703.5 241.3 ± 197.0 161.1 ± 105.3 156.9 ± 99.8 

Average velocity (°/s)  

median  

 

50.7 

 

30.7 

 

25.8 

 

22.0 

mean ± SD 109.3 ± 138.1 33.8 ± 32.1 23.5 ± 19.0 23.2 ± 17.4 

Total distance (°/30 s) 

median 

 

1520.9 

 

922.7 

 

773.5 

 

660.5 

mean ± SD 3278.1 ± 4141.7 1015.1 ± 962.4 706.4 ± 569.3 695.6 ± 520.6 

Full rotations (#/30 s)  

median 

 

4.2 

 

2.6  

 

2.1  

 

1.9 

mean ± SD 9.1 ± 11.5 2.8 ± 2.7 2.0 ± 1.6 1.9 ± 1.4 

 

The percentage of trials where animals rotated for less than one full rotation in 30 
seconds is shown in Table 6. In the “unmanipulated” group this inactivity percentage 
stays relatively low at the four highest light intensities. Crossing the behavioural 
threshold from 0.005 to 0.0025 lux is seen as a rise of nearly 20 percentage points. 
The inactivity percentage of the three manipulated groups is around 30% at 500 lux. 
In the “compound eyes covered” group a steep rise is seen from 34.4% at 500 lux to 
53.1 at 5 lux. At the lowest intensities the percentage remains above 50%. There are 
two “thresholds” in the “ocelli covered” group: one between 500 and 5 lux and 
another between 0.05 and 0.005 lux. The latter one corresponds to the behavioural 
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threshold  in  Fig.  13.  The  “all  eyes  covered”  group  shows  an  increase  of  the  
percentage from about 30% to about 40% between 5 and 0.05 lux, below which the 
percentages are comparable to those of the “unmanipulated” group at and below 
0.0025 lux. 

Table 6. Percentages of trials with less than one full rotation made in 30 seconds at 
different light levels (inactivity percentages). 

 Unmanipulated Ocelli covered Compound eyes covered All eyes covered 

500 lux 20.3 30.6 34.4 29.8 

5 lux 28.9 41.7 53.1 26.7 

0.05 lux 19.1 41.9 51.4 44.4 

0.005 lux 24.8 52.2 53.9 36.7 

0.0025 lux 40.3    

0.0005 lux 44.9    

 

The average angular velocities of the unmanipulated cockroaches never fall as 
low as velocities of the manipulated groups, as Fig. 15B demonstrates. All the other 
data points in the “unmanipulated” graph differ from their nearest neighbours (two-
tailed Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p<0.01) except the two at intensities 
below  the  behavioural  threshold  (p  =  0.09).  It  seems  that  the  baseline  below  the  
behavioural threshold is about 35° s-1. The average angular velocities of all the 
manipulated groups at 0.005 lux, where none of them are able to follow the stimulus 
movement, are around 15° s-1.  Although  they  all  cluster  close  to  each  other  in  Fig.  
15B, differences between the groups are significant (p < 0.009).  

The “compound eyes covered” and “all eyes covered” groups behave similarly 
across all light levels, although the averages of the two groups are different from each 
other between 5 and 0.005 lux (p < 0.05). At 500 lux the averages of the two groups 
are about 23° s-1 and do not differ statistically. The averages of the “ocelli covered” 
group are significantly different from all the other groups (p < 0.01) and the response 
can be described as low intermediate between the “unmanipulated” and the other two 
manipulation groups. 
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Fig. 15. Angular velocities of walking cockroaches and the rotating stimulus. (A) 
Walking velocity of the cockroaches (n = 92, boxplots) is shown against the stimulus 
velocity (filled circles) at different temporal frequencies at 500 lux light intensity. 
Stimulus angular period is 60°. The median ± 1st and 3rd quartile of the walking 
velocity is lined with the 5th and  95th percentile of the data (the “whiskers”).  “X” 
denotes the minimum and maximum values and square the mean value of each data 
set Medians range from 32.4 to 98.4° s-1. Pairwise comparisons revealed significant 
differences in walking velocities only between 0.1 and 2.4 Hz (one-tailed Two sample 
Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.00257) and 0.1 and 4 Hz (p = 0.01542). This plot 
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demonstrates the independence of cockroach walking velocity from the stimulus 
rotation velocity in open-loop experiments. (B) The mean angular velocities of 
cockroaches with different eye manipulation (insert) across different light intensities. 
Stimulus angular period is 60°, and each data set contains data from all temporal 
frequencies (n = 90-920). The mean velocities of all the groups rise with rising light 
intensity. In pairwise comparisons all data points of “unmanipulated” group differ 
from the other three groups (two-tailed Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
p<0.001) and all data points of “ocelli covered” group differ from the “compound eyes 
covered” group (p<0.01). The averages of “compound eyes covered” and “all eyes 
covered” groups are not significantly different from each other at 500 lux (p = 0.09) 
and are closely identical but significantly different (p < 0.05) at all other light 
intensities.  

The walking velocities of the “unmanipulated” group at light intensities below 
the behavioural threshold in Fig. 15B are not as slow as those of the manipulation 
groups below their behavioural thresholds. Therefore, the eye manipulations 
themselves, and not only the absence of light they bring about, seem to affect the 
general walking activity of the cockroaches in the VR environment.  

In conclusion it can be said that when the ocelli are covered, behavioural 
responses to optomotor stimulation at certain light level resemble those of the 
unmanipulated cockroaches 10-100 times lower light intensity. Average and top 
speeds as well as total angular distances covered by the cockroaches fall with any 
kind of eye manipulation we tried, compared to unmanipulated cockroaches. Mean 
walking velocities are always higher in the unmanipulated cockroaches, even at the 
dimmest light intensities we tested, which suggest that the manipulations (painting 
over or gluing aluminium on the eye) have an effect on the walking activity. 

5.5.1 Additional data 

With the “ocelli experiments” some additional data was gathered to confirm some 
of the older findings. A new light level was created from 0.005 lux by placing an 
additional 0.3 decade filter in. The resulting light intensity was 0.005x10-0.3 = 
0.0025 lux. This helps to bring the estimate of the low-light threshold somewhere 
between 0.0025 and 0.005 lux. The results are shown in Fig. 9A together with 
additional results with 0.0005 lux light intensity and data from the preliminary 
experiments.  
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Fig. 16. The average behavioural response strengths ± SD at 500 lux with stimuli of 20° 
and 15° angular periods. (A) There seem to be weak responses to some temporal 
frequencies but only the 6 Hz difference (where the control value is negative) is 
significant. (B) There are no responses to the rotating stimulus. N = 12 cockroaches; n 
= 24 measurements.  

Also, to look closer into the narrowest angular periods, some experiments were 
done with 20° and 15° stimuli. Fig. 16 shows that responses at 500 lux with 20° 
stimuli are weak at best (paired sample Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.008), and 
with 15° stimuli there are no significant responses. Therefore, with moving stimulus 
and the relatively low contrast in the VR, the narrowest angular period the cockroach 
can react to, is between 15° and 20°. 
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6 Discussion 

In this chapter I shall discuss the findings of the original articles (I, II, and III) in the 
light of previous studies on insect vision in dim light. 

6.1 The usability of the VR system in low-light vision research 

The usability of the VR setup in both intracellular electrophysiology and behavioural 
experiments was demonstrated in the original publication (I). The initial requirements 
set in (I) for the VR system were:  

– Wide stimulus field 
– <1° resolution from the animal’s point of view 
– Image refresh rate >100 Hz and no flicker below 200 Hz 
– Bright illumination up to daylight levels 
– Image contrast in the range of natural environments 
– Flexible stimulus generation software for standard PC 
– Possibility for behavioural experiments in closed-loop mode 

I shall first address each of the points above and then make some additional remarks 
about the general usability of the VR system. I will conclude this sub-chapter with a 
summary  table  of  the  advantages  and  shortcomings  of  the  VR  system  in  vision  
research.  

Stimulus field 

The projection surface is on the inside of a hollow sphere from which a spherical lune 
section of 90° has been cut out, leaving a 270° coverage on the horizontal plane. In 
elevation the projection surface extends 57° above and 64° below the horizontal 
plane. The resulting coverage is thus ca. 65 % of the full sphere. The field of vision of 
the American cockroach is 360° in horizontal plane, and the only place where it 
cannot see in vertical plane is directly underneath itself (Butler 1973a). It is clear that 
the projection surface of the VR is smaller than the visual field of the cockroach but it 
covers much wider area of space than any flat projection screen or LED matrix often 
used for wide-field visual stimulation.  

The coverage could possibly be further increased for behavioural experiments by 
attaching part of the cut-out lune section back to the projection sphere for example 
with hinges so that the horizontal field of view could be completed after the necessary 
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manipulation of the animal on the trackball. However, the attachment of the wire 
holder on the pronotum of the animal probably obstructs part of its dorsocaudal field 
of view so that the missing piece of the sphere would not be completely seen anyway.  

During electrophysiology the micromanipulator stands in the gap of the cut out 
piece  so  that  it  has  to  be  kept  clear.  The  size  of  the  field  of  view is  generally  not  a  
problem when recording from photoreceptors but it might affect attempts to study the 
visual ganglia or deeper brain areas that integrate signals from a large number of 
photoreceptors. In conclusion, in spite of minor shortcomings, the dimensions of the 
stimulated area are a huge improvement to previous setups. 

Resolution 

The spatial resolution of the VR system is limited by the pixel resolution of the 
projector. Chromatic and geometrical aberrations of the fisheye lens have only minor 
effect on the resulting image resolution. The pixel size varies across the spherical 
projection surface because of its shape. The horizontal width of the pixels is always 
less than the required one degree. Vertical height of pixels is below one degree only at 
very low elevations. At the equator it is about 1.3° and towards the highest elevations 
it increases to over two degrees (Fig. 2b in (I)). This image resolution is good enough 
for behavioural research on cockroaches (Butler 1973a, Heimonen et al. 2006) but for 
insects with a more acute vision the image might look pixelated (whether insects 
‘care’ about that is another question). However, if moving stimuli are used the motion 
blur (Cronin et al. 2014) may be greater than the effect of pixelation. The setup is 
built mainly for wide-field and not point-source stimulation so the pixel size in the 
larger context will probably not become a problem, although in vertical direction it 
exceeds the original goal of one-degree. 

Image refresh rate  

The blowfly Calliphora vicina, with a considerably faster visual system than that of 
the cockroach, was used for the demonstrating the usability of the VR in intracellular 
recording experiments. The 2nd generation projector, with high 360 Hz frame rate, is 
able to stimulate Calliphora visual system without flicker artefacts. Since cockroach 
vision is slower, with a flicker fusion frequency (FFF) of 25-60 Hz (Miall 1978), the 
1st generation projector with 120 Hz refresh rate is more than adequate for studies on 
cockroach vision.  
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Brightness and contrast 

The highest surface brightness of the VR (4.0 W/m2) is around the irradiance on the 
earth’s surface on a cloudy day. Thus, “bright illumination up to daylight levels” is 
achieved. Whether this is bright enough for day-active animals remains to be seen, but 
for the dark-active cockroach, with the functional range of photoreceptors limited to 
about 0-1000 photons/s (Heimonen et al. 2012), it certainly is. 

The spherical shape of the projection surface inevitably causes reflections within 
the sphere which can only to a certain extend be reduced with the anti-reflection paint. 
Reflections cause deterioration of contrast in the projected image. For calculating the 
contrast of the optomotor grating with dark and bright stripes occupying equal areas 
Michelson contrast formula should be used: 

 c =  (3) 

where Imax and  Imin are the highest and lowest luminance of the stimulus pattern, 
respectively. The highest Michelson contrast attainable with the striped optomotor 
stimulus pattern in the VR setup is 0.3. A higher contrast can be achieved with stimuli 
in which most of the pattern is dark (I) and thus there is less light available to be 
reflected inside the sphere. Still, especially with the optomotor stimulus pattern, the 
low contrast is a disadvantage. The effect of stimulus contrast on the strength of the 
optomotor reaction cannot be fully addressed with the VR setup. Thus, the attainable 
image contrast can be said to be in the range of natural environments for mostly dark 
stimuli, but not necessarily optimal for the optomotor stimulus pattern.  

Closed-loop mode 

The behavioural demonstration of the VR system was done also in the closed-loop 
mode so that the movements of the cockroach are reflected into the VR as 
corresponding movements of the virtual environment. The stimulus was a custom-
made forest scene on a dark background, which the animals were free to explore. 
Although the scene was not completely natural with its disproportionally small trees 
and the absence of shadows under objects, the cockroaches behaved in a way that 
showed interaction with the virtual environment. They walked around trees, probably 
searching for antennal contact. They usually ended up walking into the dark area 
surrounding the forest scene and often walked several circles around the forest, 
presumably because the contrast of the visual stimulus was locally highest there. 
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Occasionally the animals run “through” a tree in what can be interpreted either as an 
error caused by the absence of tactile input from the antennae or as a failed attempt to 
climb up the tree trunk. These interactions demonstrate that the cockroach is able to 
use the visual information from the VR system in a behaviourally meaningful way. 
Thus, the VR system can be successfully used in the closed-loop mode and the 
animals are able to react to the virtual reality in a manner similar to their reactions to 
the tangible, real world.  

Trackball sensors 

The values for maximum speed (0.3 m/s) and maximum acceleration (2.5 m/s2) 
that the image sensors of the trackball can measure are adequate for walking 
insects, but for instance during escape responses cockroaches can exceed the 
speed of 1 m/s (Full & Tu 1991). During the experiments the setup is sealed from 
the surroundings with a curtain so there should be no stimuli inside the VR than 
can cause an escape response. Video recordings of the experiments show that 
seemingly spontaneous startles or fast spurts in response to the optomotor 
stimulus do sometimes occur (see Movie S1 of (II)). Video recordings could only 
be made under the brightest light intensity of 500 lux when the curtain was open. 
Therefore the conditions may have been different than those in the sealed setup 
and caused a somewhat higher frequency of occurrence for these top speed 
movements. Maximum speeds as well as the total distances walked by the 
animals were significantly lower when they were in darkness (Fig 14). Therefore, 
especially in lower light intensities but also in the brightest one, assuming that in 
the sealed setup there are fewer causes for an escape response, the slowness of the 
sensors does not compromise the results. For most of the time cockroaches move 
at speeds well detectable by the trackball sensors (Table 6).  

Wavelength spectra 

The American cockroach has two types of photoreceptors in their compound eyes: 
majority of them are green-sensitive and a minority is UV sensitive. The purpose 
of the UV receptors for the cockroach is not known since cockroaches are dark-
active animals and there is not very much UV in low light levels (Berry et al. 
2011, Cronin et al. 2014). They might be there simply to broaden the visible 
spectrum of the cockroach or the movement detectors (Edwards 1982b), to gain 
extra contrast (Cronin et al. 2014), or perhaps to warn them about wandering too 
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far under bright sky. Cockroach ocelli, which are thought to be light intensity 
gauges, have only green receptors (Goldsmith & Ruck 1958). In the behaviour of 
many other insects, however, UV plays an important role. The projected image in 
the VR does not contain UV because the projector light-source and optics is 
designed to fit the needs of human viewers. That is a limitation in insect vision 
research. Would the addition of UV to the projected light change the optomotor 
response strength or the photoreceptor responses, this remains unknown? 

A related limitation is of course the inability of the system to create visible 
spectrum colour stimulation. Colour had to be sacrificed for the faster frame rate 
required by the insect visual system. Many insects have excellent colour vision (see 
e.g. Kinoshita 1999), which cannot be addressed in this setup.  

Stimulus generation and the absence of other sensory stimuli  

In the VR setup stimuli (such as the optomotor grating) can be flexibly generated on a 
standard computer with the Ogre 3D-based custom software and projected onto the 
inner surface of the projection sphere. Traditionally, optomotor reaction in insects has 
been studied with a striped cylinder rotating around the animal. Physically rotating the 
cylinder can cause vibrations, which the animal can sense and which can intervene 
with the experiments. Presenting the stimulus pattern as a projection around the 
animal removes any other sensory cues from the stimulus, thus making the results 
more reliable in comparison with the rotating cylinder setup.   

In experiments with freely moving cockroaches in a circular arena with an 
unclimbable wall, the animals tend to follow the wall by using one antenna as a 
“white cane” to scan for the surface features (Camhi & Johnson 1999). At some point 
they usually stop by the wall and may remain inactive for long periods of time 
(personal observation). The trackball system eliminates both of these behaviours, as 
the only thing the cockroach can touch with its antennae is the trackball, and in doing 
so the antennae are in the way of the forelegs. Thus, in the absence of 
mechanosensory and other  “preferred” sensory cues such as smells, cockroaches will 
keep on walking for up to hours at a time with only random stops of few seconds-to-
minutes. They will also be more reactive to visual stimulation. These features make 
the setup easy to use, because the cockroaches do not need to be specifically 
motivated (e.g. starved) before the experiment.  
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Matching conditions for behaviour and electrophysiology 

The fact that the VR setup can be used for behavioural experiments as well as 
electrophysiology allows the possibility of directly comparing the results of the two. 
Performing behavioural experiments in a separate arena requires measurements of 
stimulus intensity and other parameters so that stimuli used in electrophysiology setup 
can be calibrated to match. Being able to use exactly the same stimuli in exactly the 
same settings for both experiments makes the results more comparable to each other 
and removes the possibility of calibration errors. Table (7) summarizes the pros and 
cons of the VR setup. 

Table 7. Summary of the advantages and shortcomings of the VR setup. 

Advantages Shortcomings 

Wide field of stimulation Reflections inside the sphere 

Spatial resolution “Slowness” of the trackball sensors 

Image refresh rate Lack of UV wavelengths 

Light intensity levels  Inability to generate colour stimulation 

Flexible stimulus generation Contrast with stimuli containing lots of white 

Open- and closed-loop mode  

Activating effect of the trackball on the animal  

Behaviour and electrophysiology in one setup  

 

6.2 The effect of stimulus parameters on the optomotor response 

Angular period 

The smallest angular period of the stimulus we used was 15°, meaning that each stripe 
in the pattern was 7.5° in horizontal width. Significant optomotor responses with this 
angular period were not found (Fig. 16B). With 20° stimuli significant response were 
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only found at the highest light intensity of 500 lux (Fig. 7E and Fig. 16A). All the 
other angular periods elicited the response at least down to 0.05 lux (Fig. 8F-H), after 
which all the responses disappear at dimmer intensities (Fig. 9).  

The smallest angular period of a non-moving pattern that an insect can see 
depends on the number of receptors and the optics of the eye. There is a trade-off 
between acuity and sensitivity in insect eyes (Warrant 2006). Since the American 
cockroach is a nocturnal animal with a sensitive visual system the resolution in its 
eyes is not very high, as indicated by e.g. photoreceptor acceptance angles (Heimonen 
et al. 2006). The 7.5° and 10° stimulus stripe widths fit within the variation range 
(2.2°-12.7°) of the measured horizontal acceptance angles (Heimonen et al. 2006). In 
the flattest dorsal part of the eye the interommatidial angles are ~1° and in the curved 
ventral part ~10°. This can explain why these pattern widths cause none or only a 
weak response.  

There is also behavioural evidence from antennal projection experiments which 
shows that cockroaches can perform angular matching with at least 15° resolution 
(Kwon et al. 2004). The present findings are roughly in agreement with those 
findings. Unfortunately the paper by Kwon et al. (Kwon et al. 2004) does not report 
whether they did any trials with a finer than 15° resolution. In any case, the narrowest 
angular period that causes an optomotor reaction under the present VR conditions in 
the American cockroach is thus between 15° and 20°. 

Stimulus velocity 

The optomotor response of insects is tuned to the temporal frequency of the moving 
stimulus (Egelhaaf 2006, Srinivasan et al. 1999). Once the angular period of the 
stimulus is wide enough, the angular velocities that cause the strongest responses 
depend on the angular period being used and, as Fig. 8A-D shows, to some extent on 
the ambient light level. With stimuli of 60° angular period the temporal frequency 
eliciting the strongest response shifts from 6 Hz at 500 lux to 0.4 Hz at 0.005lux. The 
slowing down of the response like this is evidence for temporal summation, i.e. 
integration of signals from each photoreceptor over a longer time window that is 
needed in brighter conditions (Warrant 2006). 

In closed-loop conditions the animal can ideally fully compensate the stimulus 
movement by moving at the same speed as the stimulus (Mronz & Lehmann 2008). 
The term closed-loop gain refers to the angular velocity of the animal divided by the 
angular velocity of the stimulus, and if the animal is able to follow the stimulus at 
exactly the same velocity as the stimulus moves, the gain is unity (Collett 1980). The 
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term slip speed or retinal slip is used when meaning the difference between the 
stimulus speed and the speed of the animal (Egelhaaf 2006, Mronz & Lehmann 2008, 
Varju 1975). In an open-loop experiment the stimulus speed is the slip speed, if one 
ignores the possible compensation caused by turning the head in the direction of the 
movement (we did not fix the head to the pronotum). In our experiments stimuli with 
18 Hz temporal frequency (angular velocity 1080°s-1)  were  always  too  fast  for  the  
cockroach to follow in open-loop conditions. Therefore, slip speed of 1080°s-1 never 
caused an optomotor response that was significantly different from the control.  

Stimuli with 0.1 Hz temporal frequency (or 6°s-1 slip speed) do not seem to elicit 
a statistically significant response at 500 lux but the response is highly significant 
(paired sample Wilcoxon signed rank test, p  0.001) at 5 and 0.05 lux (Fig. 8A-C). It 
is possible that in the brightest condition the angular velocity of 6°s-1 is too slow to 
cause an optomotor response and possibly too slow for the cockroach to see it is 
moving at all. After all, it is within the horizontal acceptance angle range measured by 
(Heimonen et al. 2006), as mentioned above. During the controls, i.e. when the 
stimulus patterns are not moving, cockroaches often seem to walk towards the black 
stripes that are closest to the points in space where the animals’ heads are pointing. 
We can interpret this behaviour as an attempt to find a dark shelter or as edge fixation 
although the edge is not moving (Varju 1975). Walking straight forward has the same 
effect on the response strength as walking randomly right and left: The response 
strength stays near zero. If the 0.1 Hz stimulus does not elicit an optomotor response, 
it probably still causes the edge fixation or shelter-finding behaviour. As the stimulus 
pattern moves, even if the animal does not perceive it as moving, this fixation on one 
dark stripe at a time will eventually cause it to rotate slightly to that direction on the 
trackball before quickly fixating on the next stripe and rotating with it (Varju 1975). 
In lower light intensities where the temporal summation makes the visual process 
slow, the 0.1 Hz stimulus may be seen as moving, as indicated by the significant 
difference between the rotation and control values in Fig. 8B-C. 

6.3 Behaviour at extremely low light 

Although the optomotor performance of the cockroach in the dark seems quite 
impressive, there are insects that seem to outperform it in this feat. Insects with 
superposition eyes have a huge advantage over those with apposition eyes because 
superposition allows hundreds of times more photons to reach each receptor than 
apposition (Cronin et al. 2014). The elephant hawkmoth Deilephila elpenor, for 
example, is capable of colour discrimination and colour constancy under starlight 
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conditions (Kelber et al. 2002). Nocturnal dung beetles can orient themselves to the 
night sky polarisation pattern (Dacke et al. 2003) or even the Milky Way (Dacke et al. 
2013). 

The hymenopterans, however, have apposition eyes. Yet, there are bees and ants 
adapted to crepuscular and nocturnal lifestyles (Reid et al. 2011, Somanathan et al. 
2008b, Warrant et al. 2004). Two species of bees have been studied in enough detail 
for a comparison with the cockroach. Megalopta genalis is a nocturnal sweat bee 
from the rain forests of Central and South America. It has been found to fly and 
visually orient to landmarks at the same luminance where D. elpenor can see colours, 
at 10-4 cd m-2 (Warrant et al. 2004), which in our estimation corresponds to 6.3*10-

4 lux. The nocturnal carpenter bee, Xylocopa tranquebarica, is strictly nocturnal and 
flies only at light intensities lower than 10-1 cd m-2 (Somanathan et al. 2008b). It is 
found flying under moonless night sky when the light intensity is as low as 10-5 cd m-2 
(Somanathan et al. 2008b), or about 6.3*10-5 lux in our estimation, which is nearly 
hundred times lower than our 0.005 lux. How can these bees perform so well in such 
darkness? Are there any obvious differences in their eyes compared to cockroach 
eyes? 

First, the bees were allowed to behave in their natural environment, Panamanian 
rain forest (Warrant et al. 2004) or seasonal cloud forest and agricultural land in India 
(Somanathan et al. 2008b). Natural landscapes typically contain higher local contrasts 
than the optomotor stimulus we used, which probably makes movement detection in 
natural environment possible in lower light intensities (Heimonen et al. 2012, 
O'Carroll et al. 2012). The controlled environment of the VR system tries to eliminate 
all other sensory cues except visual ones, whereas in natural environment the 
additional use of some other senses cannot be completely ruled out.  

Secondly, there is also the difference between open- and closed-loop conditions, 
as there certainly is coupling between the bees’ movements and the perceived 
movement of their environment. The bees can adjust their flight direction, speed, and 
distance to objects around them according to the optic flow they perceive, and thus 
affect the “stimulus” in a meaningful way (Baird et al. 2011). It is possible for the 
bees to “buy time” for collecting photons by flying slower to see objects of interest, 
and indeed the average ground speed of freely flying Megalopta at 1-12 lux is slower 
than that of the bumble bee Bombus terrestris in daylight (Baird et al. 2011). The 
cockroach in the open-loop VR setup is at the mercy of the stimulus: it experiences a 
changeless rotation of its surroundings for 30 seconds at a time without any visual 
feedback from its own actions.  
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Table 8. Comparison of the eyes of Periplaneta americana, Xylocopa tranquebarica, 
and Megalopta genalis. Most of P. americana data are obtained from Butler 1973a-b 
and Wolken & Gupta 1961 and data on M. genalis & X. tranquebarica from Somanathan 
et al. 2009. 

 P. americana M. genalis X. tranquebarica 

Number of ommatidial facets 4258 ± 6511 4883 18804 

Max. facet diameter D (µm) 40 36 40 

Distal rhabdom diameter  (µm) 3-5 8 6 

Rhabdom length (µm) 100-200 350 490 

Interommatidial angle  (°) 1 - 10 1.4 - 2.52 0.8 - 1.4  

Acceptance angle  (°) 6.4 ± 2.73 5.6 2.7 (theoretical) 

Eye parameter p = D  (µm rad) 0.7 - 7.04 0.9 - 1.22 0.5 - 0.8 

Diameter of (the median) ocellus (mm)  0.75 0.49 0.95 ± 0-07 

1 Mean ± SD from Füller et al. (1989) 

2 Warrant et al. (2004) Curr. Biol. 

3 Heimonen et al. (2006) J. Neurosci. 

4 Calculated from D and  above. 

5 Mizunami (1994) Adv. Insect Physiol. 25: 151-265. 

 
Some of the differences in the eyes of these three insects are combined in 

Table 8. Facet diameters are quite similar in all three, but as Xylocopa has ca. four 
times as many ommatidia as Megalopta or the cockroach, and its total eye-size is 
considerably larger. This affects the sizes of interommatidial angles, which in 
Xylocopa are small for a night-active insect and located in a large part of the frontal 
visual field (Somanathan et al. 2009), and also the acceptance angles, which are the 
angles over which the ommatidium can collect light (Land 1997). The eye parameter 
p = D  (µm rad) should be >2 µm rad in apposition compound eyes requiring high 
sensitivity, either because the animal is dark-active or fast-moving (Somanathan et al. 
2009). The eye parameter of the cockroach can indeed be large, but both of the bees 
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have smaller values than expected. Somanathan and co-workers (Somanathan et al. 
2009) think that instead of achieving a good spatial resolution, Xylocopa uses spatial 
summation over the narrow interommatidial angles to enhance the SNR.  

6.4 Photoreceptor responses  

Intracellular photoreceptor recordings were first done under 500 and 5 lux 
illumination to see if the cells responded as described before under bright light, e.g. 
(Heimonen et al. 2012). On the basis of their light-on responses (Fig. 10) most cells 
could be categorized into the adapting or hyper-adapting types (Heimonen et al. 2006, 
Heimonen et al. 2012).  

In the American cockroach the photoreceptor contrast gain saturates at about 
1000 photons s-1 (Heimonen et al. 2012), which according to our calibration 
corresponds to an average intensity of about 50 lux. This is a flimsy estimate because 
the quantum efficiency of a cell is not the same across different light levels (Wu & 
Pak 1978), but it helps to explain why there are very little differences between the 
responses to 500 lux and 5 lux. With 500 lux (~10 000 photons s-1) the response is 
already saturated and with 5 lux (~100 photons s-1) it is just below saturation 
(Heimonen et al. 2012). So contrast gain in photoreceptors probably changes only 
across all of the lower light intensities.  

Bump counting was done at intensities of 0.05 and 0.005 lux. As far as we know, 
0.1 photons s-1 is so far the lowest number of absorbed photons that has been 
experimentally demonstrated to be sufficient for motion detection. Comparable data 
on bump rate near behavioural threshold intensity exists from the diurnal housefly 
Musca domestica when  flying  tethered:  1.7  ±  0.7  s-1 (Dubs et al. 1981). At their 
behavioural thresholds, Megalopta genalis absorbs about 5 photons s-1 (Warrant et al. 
2004) and the hawkmoth Deilephila elpenor with its superposition eyes about 440 
photons s-1 (Kelber et al. 2003). Compared to the bump rate in the photoreceptors of 
the American cockroach at the behavioural threshold, bump rate in the fly is 17 times 
higher, in the nocturnal bee 50 times higher and 4400 times higher in the nocturnal 
moth. With flying insects the behavioural threshold probably has to lie at higher bump 
rates because flight steering requires generally more information and correspondingly 
more photons/s than terrestrial locomotion.  

At 0.05 lux light intensity we found a higher number of photoreceptor bumps 
during the presentation of the white bars of the stimulus than during the dark (Fig. 
11B-C, right hand panels). As the graded potential in photoreceptors consists of 
summed-up bumps, the temporal coincidence of bumps with the lighter stimulus 
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feature represents the beginning of this summation. The bump sums on white were 
higher only with stimuli of the same temporal frequencies that still caused response 
strengths of over 0.5, namely 0.4-4 Hz. At 0.005 lux higher bump sums on white were 
not found (Fig. 12B, right hand panel) but stimulus frequencies between 0.4 and 4 Hz 
still caused weak responses. Therefore one can come to the conclusion that 
coincidence of bumps with the whites of the stimulus at photoreceptor level is not 
necessary for motion detection, but it does facilitate the process. 

In insects the quantum capture efficiency of an ommatidium is close to 50%, 
meaning that only half of the incident photons are being absorbed and transduced by 
photoreceptor membrane (reviewed by (Warrant 2006)). In each ommatidium of the 
American cockroach there are eight photoreceptors, five of which are green-sensitive 
(Butler 1971) and produce 0.1 bumps s-1 at the behavioural threshold in the VR setup. 
Thus the entire ommatidium produces one bump every two seconds and the estimated 
number of photons incident to each ommatidium is about one per second in these 
conditions. 

6.5 Neural summation 

The apposition eyes of any of the three insects in Table 8 cannot alone explain the 
remarkable low-light vision capabilities that they possess. It has been put forward in 
the literature about each of them that spatial and temporal neural summation are 
needed in order to achieve the level of low-light performance they show (Greiner et 
al. 2004, Heimonen et al. 2006, Somanathan et al. 2009, Theobald et al. 2006, 
Warrant et al. 2004). Our following findings:  

– the ability to follow a stimulus with a certain temporal frequency weakens with 
falling light levels and finally disappears 

– the ability to follow a stimulus with a certain angular period weakens and 
disappears with falling light levels  

– visual guidance of behaviour is possible with only one photon in ten seconds per 
photoreceptor 

suggest that spatial and temporal summation or “pooling” is indeed important for the 
cockroach in low light conditions. The needed amount of spatial summation in 
cockroach eye was discussed in the original publication (II). At the first stage signals 
from 6-20 photoreceptors can be spatially pooled onto each second-order cell in the 
lamina, according to anatomy, but this amount of summation will not be sufficient at 
the lowest light levels we used.  
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Theobald (Theobald et al. 2006) writes that in bees the stimulus property that 
determines whether temporal or spatial summation is used is the image angular 
velocity. At both higher velocities and lower light levels bees sum the responses from 
more lamina cartridges, whereas temporal summation requires changes in the 
properties of one channel only (higher contrast gains, longer integration times, e.g. 
(Warrant & Dacke 2011)). Evidence for both can be found in the response strength 
graphs of Fig. 8, although we talk about temporal frequency instead of angular 
velocity. Lengthening integration times in Fig. 8A-D result in unresponsiveness to 
high-frequency stimulation. Spatial summation is evident in in Fig. 8E-H, where the 
ability to respond to the narrowest patterns is lost in dimmer light. 

In theory, if these experiments were done in closed-loop mode and the 
cockroaches had the opportunity to stabilize the retinal image, it might be possible 
that they could follow the stimulus in even darker conditions. In the brightest 
conditions they could probably also follow higher stimulus frequencies to start with 
because they could at least partially compensate the retinal slip.  

6.6 Effective photons in Periplaneta and Megalopta 

In their original paper on photoreceptors of Megalopta  Warrant and co-workers 
(Warrant et al. 2004) calculated that each DA photoreceptor of Megalopta absorbs 
0.15 photons every integration time (32 ms), which makes 4.7 photons s-1. 
(Frederiksen et al. 2008) examined the intracellular photoreceptor responses of 
Megalopta to white-noise stimuli. At 1.8*10-4 cd m-2 (near the behavioural threshold 
of Megalopta, around the intensity of starlit night sky), the estimated number of 
effective photons was 140 s-1 (Frederiksen et al. 2008). We estimated in the paper (II) 
that the behavioural threshold of Megalopta is close to our light intensity 0.0005 lux. 
At this intensity our bump calibrations for the cockroach give 0.01 bumps s-1 (one 
photon in 100 seconds), which seems to be too few for visual behaviour according to 
our results.  

The published calculations (Warrant et al. 2004) suggest that Megalopta captures 
470 times as many photons per second as the cockroach. If their estimates 
(Frederiksen et al. 2008) are correct, they indicate that the number of effective 
photons in Megalopta photoreceptors at this light level is thousands of times higher 
than in the cockroach! Although the conversion of cd m-2 to lux is somewhat 
problematic, starlight is in the right range of intensities ((Bond & Henderson 1963), 
after (Johnsen 2012)), so the estimation should not be off by decades. 
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In the cited paper (Frederiksen et al. 2008) the light intensity at which the bump 
counting was done was not stated. It can be estimated from the paper that the counting 
was done at a 1.5-2 decades lower light intensity than the lowest light intensity at 
which the data is presented, 1.8*10-4 cd m-2. Giving the bump-counting intensity 
would certainly make the comparison easier, although the unit conversion problem 
would still be there.  

Rhabdom size affects the eye’s ability to absorb incident photons. Rhabdoms in 
the cockroach eye are much shorter and somewhat narrower than those of the 
nocturnal bees (Table 8). The volume of Megalopta rhabdoms is ca. 4.5 times that of 
the largest rhabdoms in the cockroach, and the difference to an “average” cockroach 
rhabdom of 4 µm in diameter and 150 µm long would be 9.3 times. Palisades form 
around the rhabdoms of the cockroach eye during dark adaptation to reduce the 
absorption of incident light into the structures around the rhabdoms, thus increasing 
the sensitivity of the eye (Butler 1973b). Nevertheless, a shorter and narrower 
rhabdom means fewer effective photons. The difference in rhabdom sizes can 
basically explain a one-decade difference in the number of captured photons, if we 
assume similar density of rhodopsin in both rhabdoms and similar probability of 
photon absorption per rhodopsin molecule per second. As the cockroach is known to 
use its antennae as “white canes” when moving in low light conditions (Camhi & 
Johnson 1999), it has possibly not had a similar pressure for evolving that little extra 
sensitivity that is crucial for the night-flying bees. On the contrary, it probably has 
had pressure to minimize the higher energetic costs of vision in low light (Niven et al. 
2007).  

One important detail is the difference between the stimuli used in the three 
experiments. Frederiksen et al. (2008) and Warrant et al. (2004) used point-source 
illumination aligned with the photoreceptor optical axis whereas our stimulus was a 
moving wide field pattern in which the photons could be moving also off-axis. The 
point-source stimulus probably causes better contrast via lateral inhibition (Edwards 
1982a), which could have made the signal stronger. 

Another matter that could possibly affect the photoreceptor membrane’s ability to 
capture photons is the refractory period of the membrane, i.e. the time after the 
occurrence of one bump during which the membrane is unable to produce another 
bump (Song et al. 2012, Song & Juusola 2014). In theory, if the refractory time of the 
membrane could be shortened in dim light, the membrane could respond to more 
photons per second. If this indeed happened in Megalopta, it could perhaps explain 
another ten times difference between the captured photons in the bee and Periplaneta, 
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although it would also increase the metabolic cost of information in dark (Song & 
Juusola 2014). 

Bump amplitudes in our recordings were usually 2-4 mV, but they can be up to 5-
10 mV in the American cockroach (Heimonen et al. 2012). According to (Frederiksen 
et al. 2008), bump amplitudes in Megalopta were 1.8 ± 0.4 mV, which indicates 
higher signal amplification in the cockroach. This could help the cockroach only 
when combined with neural pooling, because noise is also amplified with the signal 
(Warrant & Dacke 2011). 

Anyhow, the photon-absorbing efficiency of Megalopta photoreceptive 
membrane certainly seems to be higher than that of the cockroach. As a walking 
insect the cockroach relies more on mechanosensation when moving about in 
darkness (Baba et al. 2010, Camhi & Johnson 1999, Harley et al. 2009), whereas for a 
flying insect vision is the only sense that is fast enough. In the cockroach, the visual 
system can reach further in space than the antennae but only when photons are 
abundant. As the antennae can provide the cockroach with accurate information about 
the environment even in complete darkness, the animal must spend quite a lot of 
energy on the antennal system. Therefore there must be a balance between the two 
sensory systems in the cockroach: When photons are available, the cost of visual 
information per bit is tolerable (Niven et al. 2007) but when photons become few it is 
better to rely on the antennae. Megalopta cannot switch to a more cost-effective 
system and it has to spend a lot of energy in order to be able to fly. Therefore, one can 
come to the conclusion that the diurnal activity of Megalopta is restricted to two 30-
minute periods a night (Warrant et al. 2004) mostly by scarcity of photons in the 
middle of the night but also by the high energy expenditure of seeing and flying in 
low light (Niven et al. 2007). Cockroaches, on the other hand, can feel their way with 
their antennae all throughout the night (although they are at their most active during 
the hours following the onset of darkness (Roberts 1965)).  

Another open question arising here is, do other night-flying visually guided 
insects eat high-energy foods (such as nectar) as well or could they be generalists like 
the cockroach that has more time each night for foraging? 

6.7 The effect of cellar occlusion on the optomotor reaction 

Table 8 shows that all these three dark-active insects have quite large ocelli. 
Xylocopa has the largest ocelli known so far and they are unique in that they have 
a tracheal tapetum (Somanathan et al. 2009), whereas the cockroach has tapetal 
reflecting cells in between the retina and the underlying neuropil (Toh & Sagara 
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1984). The ocelli of both Megalopta and the cockroach contain only one spectral 
sensitivity peak at green wavelengths (Berry et al. 2011, Goldsmith & Ruck 
1958). For Megalopta ocelli, roles in ambient light level detection, flight control, 
and timing of foraging have been suggested (Berry et al. 2011, Warrant 2006). 
The cockroach ocelli are large, and as our results show, they do have a role in 
visual behaviour. 

The dorsal ocellar system of the American cockroach has been the subject of 
numerous papers in the past decades (e.g. (Goldsmith & Ruck 1958, Mizunami et al. 
1982, Mizunami et al. 1986, Mizunami 1995b, Toh & Sagara 1984, Toh & Hara 
1984). The interest in the cockroach ocelli has withered since the 1990s because a 
suitable behavioural paradigm has not been found to test the theories coined with 
anatomical and electrophysiological data about the behavioural role of the ocelli. Five 
years ago Harley and co-workers (Harley et al. 2009) reported that the ocelli play a 
role in the choice between climbing over and tunnelling under an obstacle in the 
cockroach Blaberus discoidalis. As we proceeded with behavioural experiments we 
became aware that working out the behavioural role of the ocelli would actually be 
feasible in the VR setup. Animals with manipulated ocelli will react to optomotor 
stimulation at 500 lux and will be motivated to walk on the trackball for long periods 
of time.  

No optomotor reactions were seen in cockroaches whose compound eyes or all 
eyes were covered, which confirms the somewhat trivial assumption that the reactions 
were mediated by the compound eyes. The ocelli alone are not sufficient for bringing 
about the optomotor reaction, but they seem to facilitate it (Fig. 13) as well as affect 
the general activity level of the cockroaches (Table 6 and Fig. 15B).  

In comparison to our earlier resuls with the intact cocroaches, those with their 
ocelli covered stop responding to optomotor stimuli at a higher light intensity (Fig. 
13). An explanation to this comes from a study by (Mizunami et al. 1982), who 
showed that the cockroach ocelli respond to white light stimulation down to the 
intensity of 0.003 lux. If the ocelli have the means to affect the sensitivity of the 
compound eyes or change their output signaling, then the compound eyes should be 
responsive down to 0.003 lux, and the behavioural reactions mediated by the 
compound eyes should last down to this light intensity. This seems very likely 
considering that the optomotor reaction in our experiments disappeares in between 
0.005 and 0.0025 lux.  

With the ocelli covered, the cockroaches become inable to respond to stimuli at 
the lowest intensity of 0.005 lux. The responses of their compound eyes become both 
slower and coarser as indicated by the inability of the animals to react to the fastest 
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and slowest stimulus frequencies. As was estimated above (in the section 5.3.), the 
time constant of the motion detector integrator of the unmanipulated cockroach 
increases from about 10 ms in 500 lux to about 40 ms in 0.005 lux. Similar 
estimations can be made from the ocelli data. The highest temporal frequencies of the 
stimulus that caused significant responses yield time constant values of 13 ms at 
500 lux, 27 ms at 5 lux, and 40 ms at 0.05 lux where the response was already very 
weak. The prolongation of the time constant in low-light conditions is a product of 
membrane conductance reduction, which is an adaptation for dealing with the rising 
costs of phototransduction in dim light (Frederiksen et al. 2008, Niven et al. 2007).  

In short, the animals whose ocelli are covered behave as if they were in dimmer 
light intensity than they really are. This indicates that the ocelli really do measure the 
average light intensity and that their input modulates the compound eye signals as 
suggested by e.g. (Mizunami 1995c), probably by causing spatial and temporal 
summation. How is this possible? 

Ocellar projections exist to all three optic neuropils of the American cockroach: 
third-order cells into the medulla and lobula (Mizunami 1995c) and a fourth-order cell 
into the lamina (Mizunami 1995b). The ocellar nerve contains also small multimodal 
interneurons (SM-neurons) that respond among other things to compound eye 
stimulation (Ohyama & Toh 1986). Therefore, there seems to be the suitable neural 
circuitry for crosstalk between the two types of eyes. The extensive branching of L-
fibres (first-order interneurons) in the lamina of Megalopta has been proposed as the 
means of spatial summation and the similar structuresseem plausible in the cockroach 
eye as well (Ernst & Füller 1987, Ribi 1977, Theobald et al. 2006, Warrant et  al. 
2004), so perhaps the ocellar inputs in the cockroach affect the L-fibres. So far there 
is no real evidence for or against this. Another possible target for ocellar modulation 
could be the lamina amacrine cells as they also connect laterally (Füller et al. 1989).  

6.7.1 Walking activity 

In these experiments walking activity has been used as a measure of the general 
activity level of the cockroaches (Fig. 14B, Fig. 15B, Tables 5 and 6). Fig. 14B and 
Table 5 compare the activity levels of the four different manipulations at 500 lux. The 
cockroaches that could not use their ocelli always show an intermediate activity level 
between the non-manipulated and the two manipulations in which the compound eyes 
were covered. The smaller general activity levels can be seen both as a decrease in the 
measures of central tendency and as a smaller dispersion of the data (Fig. 14B).  
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The effect of the eye manipulations on general activity as walking velocities 
across light intensities are shown in Fig. 15B. Three distinct trends can be seen in the 
plots: the walking speed of the “unmanipulated” group increases rapidly with 
increasing light intensity. The “ocelli covered” group shows a similar but more 
modest rise in the walking velocities with light intensities. What the remaining two 
groups have in common is that in both of them the compound eyes of the cockroaches 
have been covered. The results reflect roughly similar walking velocities between 
these two groups, which set an activity baseline for this data.The effect of ocellar 
occlusion on the general walking activity of the cockroaches is quite dramatic (Fig. 
15B). The high walking velocities of the animals at 500 lux are probably caused by 
negative phototaxis or photokinesis (Kelly & Mote 1990, Lazzari et al. 1998): as the 
cockroaches are unable to establish an antennal contact with their environment on the 
trackball they behave as if they were in an open place (i.e. vulnerable to predators) 
and are motivated to move in order to find a shelter. At the highest light intensities 
this motivation is even stronger and the animals move more (Fig. 14B) and faster than 
in real or perceived darkness (Fig. 15B). The rise in the average velocities of the 
”compound eyes covered” and ”all eyes covered” groups at 500 lux in Fig. 15B 
indicates that although all of the four eyes are covered, light at this intensity seems to 
penetrate the head capsule and be sensed by the photoreceptors. The effect is the same 
as in the ”unmanipulated” group, an increase in the walking velocity. 

If the absence of light alone would make the animals move less on the trackball 
(remember the activating effect of the trackball), angular velocity values of 
unmanipulated group at intensities below 0.005 lux should fall to the level of the 
manipulated groups at 0.005 lux. On the other hand, if the presence of paint on the 
eyes alone would make the animals move less the angular velocity values in the three 
manipulated groups should be closely identical (Fig. 15B). Instead, there is a 
significant difference between the “ocelli covered” group and the two other 
manipulations. There is the possibility that the weight of the paint on the head affects 
the behaviour: paint (or aluminium and glue) needed to cover the ocelli is a tiny 
fraction of the amount of paint needed to paint over the entire large compound eyes. If 
the  extra  weight  of  the  paint  slows the  cockroach down,  the  slower  velocities  of  the  
cockroaches with more paint (“compound eyes covered” and “all eyes covered” 
groups) in comparison to the animals with little paint (“ocelli covered”) would be 
understandable. So far, this is my best explanation for these observations. 
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Inactivity percentage 

The general activity levels were further analysed as ”inactivity percentages” in 
Table 6. Crossing the behavioural threshold in the ”unmanipulated” group increases 
the percentage from ca. 23% to ca. 43%. This can be interpreted as a tendency of the 
negatively phototactic cockroaches to move less when they do not sense the presence 
of light. However, some walking activity remains as was seen also in fig. 15B, which 
can be caused by the absence of antennal tactile stimuli. 

In all the manipulated groups the inactivity percentage is a little higher than in the 
”unmanipulated” group, about 30%. In the ”compound eyes covered” group a rise in 
the percentage is seen already between 500 and 5 lux intensities, as perhaps could be 
expected  from  the  walking  velocities  in  Fig.  15.  The  500  lux  intensity  seems  to  be  
bright enough in itself to cause higher activity in all the manipulation groups. At 
intensities of 5 lux and below more than 50% of the ”compound eyes covered” 
cockroaches were moving for less than one full rotation of the trackball during the 
experiment. In the “ocelli covered” group, however, there seems to be two inactivity 
thresholds. The lower one corresponds to the optomotor behavioural thresholds with 
this manipulation (Fig. 13G-H), below which the percentage increases to 52.2%, and 
the higher one is between 500 and 5 lux.  

The greater inactivity of the “compound eyes covered” group in comparison to 
the “ocelli covered” can perhaps be explained by the unnatural nature of the former 
situation. When the ocelli signal low light intensities, as in “ocelli covered”, it is still 
possible for the compound eyes to see movement (e.g. 0.4-4 Hz in Fig. 8D). The 
opposite, i.e. ocelli signalling relatively high light intensities while there is no signal 
from the compound eye receptors, is not a naturally possible situation, and may thus 
affect the movement activity of the cockroaches on the trackball. 

Somewhat surprisingly the inactivity percentage of the “all eyes covered” group 
always stays below 50% as does the percentage of “unmanipulated” cockroaches. In 
fact, the percentages of these two groups closely resemble each other. The inactivity 
percentages of the “all eyes covered” group at 500 and 5 lux are roughly in the same 
range as the percentages of the “unmanipulated” group between 500 and 0.005 lux; 
and the percentages at intensities below these are also very similar.  

What, then, causes the higher inactivity in the two groups where only one pair of 
eyes (as compared to none or two pairs) was covered? The answer probably lies with 
conflicting signals from the compound eyes and ocelli. If both the compound eye 
system and the ocellar system signal a similar light intensity the cockroaches maintain 
a higher basic level of activity on the trackball (as measured by the inactivity 
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percentage, but not necessarily a higher velocity, see Fig. 15B). Conflicting signals 
from the two systems can make the cockroach walk more slowly or stop more often to 
allow the eyes to collect more light, as animals often do to compensate for their 
slower  and coarser  vision  in  low light  (see  e.g.  (Baird  et al. 2011)). Or perhaps the 
cockroaches  simply  spend  more  time  trying  to  clean  the  pair  of  eyes  that  signals  a  
lower light intensity than the other pair. 
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7 Conclusions 

The main conclusions can be summed as follows. 

1. The VR setup was found to be very suitable for experiments of insect low-light 
vision and flexible to use. It has many advantages in comparison with older setup 
designs that are normally used for electrophysiology. It has also proved practical 
in open- and closed-loop behavioural experiments and in keeping up the animal’s 
own motivation to explore its surroundings with vision. 

2. The behavioural low-light threshold of the American cockroach with optomotor 
grating stimulus of 0.3 Michelson contrast lies between the light intensities of 
0.005 and 0.0025 lux.  

3. The behavioural threshold was calibrated with intracellular photoreceptor 
recordings at 0.005 lux, which revealed that photoreceptor responses near the 
threshold consist of single photon absorption events known as quantum bumps at 
the rate of 0.1/s. 

4. Behavioural testing of the role of ocelli in the behaviour of the American 
cockroach was shown to be possible using the VR setup. The ocelli seem to 
signal the ambient light level to the compound eye system, because if the ocelli 
are occluded, the animal behaves as if it were in lower light intensity than it 
actually is. Ocellar occlusion also has an effect on the overall activity level of the 
cockroach on the trackball.  
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